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An 
Alternative to the NEP 
This is a continuation of the discussion on the NEP which began in the March issue of the 

, Aliran Monthly. In the first essay, an attempt was made to show how the NEP has failed to 
achieve uni ty. In the second essay, the shortcomings of an ethnic approach to the economy were 
spelt out. In this essay , CHANDRA MUZAFFAR calls for a fundamental transformation of the 
economy. 

M 
aJaysia. 's economic policy 
in the nineties and beyond 
should have as its over

riding objective the creation of a 
just society. 

A JUST SOCIETY 
A just society is after all one 

of the aspirations of the Ruku
negara. In unequivocal language, 
the Rukunegara states that, "We 
are dedicated to the creation of a 
just society in which all members 
have an equal opportunity to enjoy 
the material well-being afforded by 
the nation. A just society exists 
where there is a fair and equitable 
distribution of the nation's wealth. 
To ensure this it is necessary that 
the weak and the disadvantaged be 
assisted to enable them to compete 
on equal terms. The just society we 
aspire to is free from the exploi
tation of one by another or of one 
group by another group." 

This lucid, rational concep! of a 
just society should have been trans
lated into specific guiding principles 
and policy directives in the New 
Economic Policy (NEP) which inci
dentally was formulated at about 
the same time by the same institu
tion , the ' National Consultative 
Council. Five-year development 
plans from 1971 onwards should 
have incorporated various economic 
programmes and projects which 
would have given substance and 
content to this concept of a just 
society. It is partly because this 
was not done that the economic 

situation is what it is today. If the 
Ru.kunegara' s notion of justice had 
been put into practice through the 
NEP, it is quite conceivable that 
there would have been much less 
opposition to the policy. 

GUIDING PRJNCIPLES 
This is why we feel that in the 

nineties and beyond, we should go 
back to the R ukunegara's concept 
of a just society. This concept would 
express itself through· various prin
ciples. More specificaUy we should 
t ry to:-

- Editor 

l. Ensure that the basic needs of 
each and every Malaysian is met 
This wouJd include needs such 
as food, clothing, shelter, em
ployment, income, education, 
health, etc. 

2. Ensure that each and every Ma
laysian has access to basic ameni; 
ties of life such as piped water, 
electricity, modern sanitation, 
etc. 

3. Reduce vast disparities in wealth 
within sectors and communities 
and between sectors and com-

"Logic and Intellect are limited. It is only inspiration, 
revelation, an act of grace from God which 

illuminates the mind of man who then begins to see 
the world in an entirely different perspective. In the 

history of mankind, men of learnfug who " sharpened 
the intelligence and wits," as Rumi puts it, did not 

inspire humanity to any great endeavour. Neither did 
kings, nor men of power. It was the prophets and 

seers, men who made no claims to formal knowledge 
and authority who captured the hearts of men a11d 
raised them to heights of effort and achievement." 

Af:.ZAL IQBAL 
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Economic pJanners must pursue a· 
rigorous basic needs, basic 
amenities programme in which 
every Malaysian is assured ..... 

munities. 

4. Eliminate the exploitation of the 
labour and skills of the weak by 
the strong in every sector of the 
economy. 

5. Ensure that there is multi
ethnic participation at all levels 
and within each major sector 
and sub-sector of the economy. 
The eventual aim should be to 
achieve a pattern ·of participa· 
tion which reflects the ethnic 
composition of the country. 
However, this has to be done 
gradually and without causing 
any disruption to ·ethnic 
relations. 

food .. , clothing . . . shelter ... education . . . health ... · 
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6. Evolve an economic system 
which balances agrarian develop
ment emphasising food produc
tion, with industrial develop
ment. The economic system 
should harness scientific know
ledge and at the same time 
absorb technology that is 
appropriate to our needs and 
aspirations. 

7. Create a self-reliant economy 
which has its own autonomous 
strength and is not overly 
dependent upon international 
economic forces. 

UNECONOMIC HOLDINGS 
ln order to transform these 

principles into realities, there will 
have to be some major changes in 
economic policy and plannmg. The 
rural economy which has been 
somewhat neglected in recent years 
should be given priority. The pro
blem of uneconomic holdings in the 
padi, rubber and coconut sub
sectors of the rural economy will 
have to receive urgent attention. Tt 
is important to establish an econo
mically viable minimum size for 
small-holdings. There must also be a 
ceiling to farm sizes in the interest 
of equity. 

MONEY FOR THE POOR 
At the same time, financial 

assistance must reach the poore.st 
o{ the poor in the rural areas. A 
grass-roots loan system which iden
tifies the very poor, gives them help 
without requiring collateral and 
eases their terms of re-payment 
without charging them interest, 
should be established all over rural 
Malaysia. The Ikhtiar project ini· 
tiated by a research team from 
Universiti Sains Malaysia and spon
sored by Bank Islam embodies this 
socially just concept of banking. Its 
success suggests that It has tremen
dous potential for improving the 
standard of living of the rural poor. 

GOOPERA TIVES 
It may be possible to link the 

Ikhtiar scheme to a network of 
rural cooperatives which, apart 
from taking charge of finance, also 
manages the marketing of rural 
produce. The producers themselves 



There Is much to be done in the 
intensification and diversification 
of food production .... 

- be they pad! farmers, coconut 
growers or inshore fishermen -
should have effective control over 
these cooperatives. PoUtical inter
ference and bureaucratic influence 
should be minimized If not ellml· 
nated altogether. If those who are 
directly responsible for the harvest 
of the land and the seas manage 
their own marketing, their econo
mic posit ion would improve 
considerably. 

FOOD PRODUCTION 
How rural people market their 

produce Is important; what they 
market is equally important. In 
this connection, food production 
rather than cash-crop production 
should be given greater emphasis. 
The present emphasis upon rubber, 
oil-palm and cocoa is very much a 
characteristic of a colonlal and 
post-colonial economy more con
cerned about supplying raw mate
rials to the industrial North than 
producing food to feed the local 
population. This does not mean 
that rubber and oil-palm have no 
place in the economy of the nine
ties and beyond. Because we have 
been involved for so long in the 
production of rubber in particu lar, 
we have acquired the sort of exper
tise which few other countries have. 
The economic advantage this gives 
us should not be lost. 

Nonetheless there is every reason 
to step up food production not 
only by expanding its crop acreage 
but also by diversifying. Apart 
from our staple, rice, we should 
grow all sorts of vegetables and a 
variety of tropical fruits. Animal 

in veaetable and fruit farmln& ... animal husbandry ... aqua culture 

husbandry and aquaculture should 
also be part of our food production 
programme. There is enough land 
to facilltate large-scale cattle-bree· 
ding, for instance. Our rivers - if 
they are cleared of pollution -can 
be used. to breed fish, prawns and 
cocRies for commercial purposes. 
The ftsh in our seas - a rapidly 
depleting resource - should be 
replenished through a systematic 
programme of fish-breeding. Of 
course, all this is being done at the 
moment but not wjth the same sort 
of drive and determination with 
which we solicit foreign investors 
for our export-led, textile and 
electronics-based industrialization 
programme. It is because of the 
government's lukewarm attitude to 
food production that only 59 per 
cent of the rice consumed in this 
country comes from our own 
rice-fields. 25 years ago we were 
able to meet 85 per cent of our 
rice needs. This decline in padi 
production is alarming to say the 
least. It is equally alarming that we 
spend $2.5 billion every year 
buying food from abroad. 
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SMALL AND MEDIUM-SIZE 
INDUSTRIES 

Locally produced food can even 
be the nucleus around which a 
number of rural industries could 
develop. Fruit juices aside, jams, 
cakes, chocolates, biscuits and 
other food products could be 
manufactured by small and 
medium-sized industries. In fact, 
there is a great deal of scope for 
the establishment of small and 
medium-sized industries using local 
materials and producing for the 
local market. These industries not 
only generate employment oppor
tunities but will also help to 
increase rural incomes. Since they 
are local ventures, there will be very 
little repatriation of profits to 
foreign lands. There will be no need 
to engage foreign consultants or 
employ foreign engineers and tech
nicians in industries of this sort. 
One will not have to pay for some 
expensive foreign brand-name. On 
the whole, small and medium-sized 
industries - there is no doubt at all 
- are much more beneficial to the 
local economy than huge foreign-



~ ~wak 65 per cent of the .rural population do not have electricity· 

..... in Sabah 43 p~r cent of rural 
folk live without. piped water. 

owned multi-national corporations 
(MNCs). 

In all fairness to the government, 
it is interested in developing small 
and medium-sized industries. But 
its economic philosophy draws it 
closer to big industries and big 
businesses. There are, besides, 
powerful vested interests wltich 

,. benefit directly from this orienta· 
tion towards 'bigness' in · the 
economy. ft explains to some 
extent why small and medium-sized 
industries based upon our own 
latex, tin, timber, palm-oil and 
coconut husks have not emerged 
as a major force in our economic 
development. Is it any wonder that 
Malaysia uses only about four per 
cent of the raw rubber it produces 
for industrial purposes? 

/ 

HEAVY INDUSTRIES 
By arguing for small and 

medium-sized industries, we are nqt 
oblivious of the importance of big 
or heavy industries. We only want 
the bias towards bigness to be 
corrected. There should be a more 
balanced approach towards indus
trialization - .an approach which is 
fully cognisant of the inherent 
strengths of small and medium
sized industries. Heavy industries 
there will be in our post-1990 
alternative. But they should have a 
direct bearing upon our twin goals 
of fulfilling the basic needs of our 
people , and providing them with 
the basic amenities of life. 

In this connection, some of the 
pr~ects launched under the govern
ment's heavy industries programme 
make sense. It is good that we have 
stepped up the production of both 
steel and cement - though the 
method of organising their produc
tion could have been different. A 
paper pulp plant is also a worth
while venture. 

However, there could have been 
other, more useful industrial ven
tures of direct relevance to the 
immediate needs of the people. We 
could have started off perhaps with 
factories manufacturing various 
types of agricullural machinery -
from tubes and turbines to harves
ters and tractors. We could have set 
up a manufacturing plant to 
produce pipes to transport watei 
to rural and urban homes. We could 
have made our own cables and 
transformers, meter boards and 
electric bulbs. 
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We should also be producing all 
those machine tools wJtich are vital 
to the building and construction 
industry. Among these machines 
would be road rollers, bulldozers, 
mechanical shovels and cranes. 
Even certain modes of transpor
tation for general use - and this 
excludes the private car- could be 

_!llanufactured locally. Perhaps we 
could consider making trucks and 
lorries, buses and railway coaches 
on an extensive scale. 

BASIC AMENITIES; 
BASIC NEEDS 

If one of the primary objectives 
of our concept of a heavy industries 
programme is infrastructure deve
lopment, it is because certain 
regions in the country are still 
lagging behind in the most basic 
amenities of life. Sarawak - the 
biggest state in the Federation and 
almost the size of the whole of 
Perunsular ·Malaysia - does not 
even have a trunk road system 
linking its widely dispersed towns 
and communities. The situation is 
equally bad when it comes to other 
such facilities; 65 per cent of the 
rural population in Sarawak are still 
without piped water; 29 per cent 
do not have electricity. In rural 
Saba~ 63 per cent of the populace 
do not have piped water; 43 per 
cent are without electricity. 

In both these srates there is also 
a dearth of schools and clinics. 
Even in Peninsular Malaysia, there 
are not enough school buildings to 
cater for the growing secondary 
school population. Rural health 
care - though better than in many 
other Thir<~ World countries - is 
still far from satisfactory. Infant 
mortality in rural Peninsular Malay
sia for instance was around 17.5 per 
thousand in 1986. This is higher 
than the urban and national ave
rage. 

Housing is yet another basic 
need which has become more and 
more problematic over the years. 
The shortage of proper housing 
facilities especially for the poor is 
reflected in the persistence of slums 
and squatter colonies in almost ali 
the major towns and cities in the 
country. It has been estimated that 
a~out 30 per cenl of Kuala Lwn· 



Squatter colonies reflect the perenniel need for proper housing : 30 
per cent of Kuala Lumpur's population live in them. 

pur's population live in squatter 
colonies. Though the government is 
concerned about the housing pro
blem, it has had lit tie success in 
meeting its goal of providing low
cost houses for the poor. ln 1985, 
it set itself a target of 240,000 
low-cost houses to be built over a 
3-year period. The project has been 
an abysmal failUie. 

Houses, schools and clinics for 
the poor, apart from electricity, 
piped water and roads, should be 
part and parcel of a massive basic 
needs and amenities programme in 
the nineties and beyond. Such a 
programme would not only do 
justice to the disadvantaged section 
of society but wiU also contribute 
to growth. For the process of deve
loping the country's physical infra
structure will generate a wide 
variety of economic activities which 
should have a positive impact upon 
growth rates. 

THE DISA.DVANT AGED 
Justice for the disadvantaged 

section of socie ry means a lot more , 
than providing the poor with their 
basic needs and amenities. Since 
one of the aims of the just society 
we envision is gainful employment 
for all, there is no reason why there 
should not be unemployment bene
fits for individuals who ca1mot get 
jobs. As a middle-income country 
with a fairly impressive economic 
record, we should be able to afford 
such benefits. Similarly, Malaysia is 
in a position to ensUie that the sick 
and the aged are accorded care and 
protection through a comprehen
sive social secunty programme. The 
disabled who compromise more 
than five per cem of our population 
would be yet another group that 
has not been given much assistance 
under the NEP. They deserve to be 
provided with various facilities 
especially in regard to vocational 
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training, employment, housing, 
transportaf;ion and access to public 
buildings. Only then would justice 
have some meaning for the 
disabled.-

WAGES 
A just society in the real sense of 

t~ word would also re-appraise 
the existing wage structure in both 
the public and private sectors. 
There is no doubt at all that the 
wages of those at the lower strata 
in both these sectors should be 
increased, in some cases, substan
tially. The gap between the highest 

, and lowest salary points is so huge 
that it Is almost scandalous! There 
are senior executives in some big 
private companies for instance 
whose monthly salaries and allo· 
wances are at least 80 times more 
than what their office-boys earn. 
Even in the public sector where the 
gap is Jess dramatic, it is not un
usual for the chief executive of an 
important state corporation to earn 
25 times more than the lowest-paid 
employee. 

Improving wages at the lower 
echelons of the public and private 
sectors could well enhance worker 
commitment and dedication. Their 
productivity will increase and the 
economy as a whole will grow and 
expand. Besides, a working-class 
which earns good incomes will 
provide a stable, secure market for 
goods and services. Tf we want to 
strengthen our local industries and 
local commercial enterprises, then 
we must ensUie that we have a 
community that is capable of 
buying what we intend to produce. 
This is why improving wages at the 
lower echelons - where the majo· 
rity of our people are to be found 
- is an economically sound propo
sition, if nothing else. 
" 

MONOPOLIES 
I lowever, we have to go beyond 

improving wages if our ultimate 
goal is a just society. We must 
institute laws to curb monopolies. 
Monopolies, especially if the goods 
or services involved are essential to 
society, are often inimical to the 
interests of the average consumer. 
In Malaysia , there are established 
monopolies in floUI production, 



sugar distribution and in certain 
other areas of the economy. This 
has enabled them to determine 
prices at their whims and fancies. 
If there was more genuine competi· 
tion in the market-place, it is quite 
conceivable that some of these 
monopolies would be forced to 
lower their prices. 

INVESTMENTS 
Would curbing monopolies - as 

it has often been suggested- create 
doubts and fears in the minds of 
the big-time investors, the powerful 
corporate elites? It might, just as 
raising the wage-levels of lowly-paid 
workers would be viewed askance 
by certain investors. This should 
not worry us too much. Investors, 
whether local or foreign, who fmd 
Malaysia an attractive economic 
proposition only because labour is 
cheap and monopolies are strong, 
are not worth having. A truly 
dynamic economy would have 
other assets - like an educated, 
skilled work force, an efficient, in
corruptible bureaucracy, good 
infrastructure - which should lure 
genuine investors. These are some 
of lhe economic assets that we 
should try to develop in our 
country. 

Equally important, we would 
like to see the government evolve 
an investment policy which, first 
and foremost, serves the interests 
of our own people. Investments 
must be directed, in a conscious 
manner, to certain sectors of the 
economy. [nfrastructure develop· 
ment, which we have discussed, is 
one such sector. At the same time 
local investors, in particular, should 
be encouraged to put their capital 
in medium-sized industries geared 
towards the local market. They 
should be given attractive incentives 
to move into food related industries 
and agro-based manufacturing. 
~ Foreign !Jlvestors, especially 
transnational corporations (TNCs) 
with their worldwide reach, also 
have a role to play since they would 
be able to ensure that Malaysian 
manufacturers penetrate overseas 
markets. Indeed, foreign investors, 
together with domestic entrepre· 
neurs and the Malaysian govern· 
ment can help develop a whole 

range of high quality products 
based upon our own natural re· 
sources, capable of earning 
accolades at the international level. 

FUNDAMENTAL ISSUES 
IN THE ECONOMY 

So far we have looked at specific ' 
aspects of an economy of the 
future - its farm holdings its 
cooperatives, its housmg, its in\.est· 
ments, etc. - and suggested various 
reforms which deserve to be 
considered. But there are other 
fundamental issues in economic 
reform which we must also (eflect 
upon. These are issues which, in 
some instances, affect not one but 
a number of the major sectors and 
sub-sectors of the economy. 

Questions pertaining to invest. 
ments, wages, Industries, infra. 
structure development are all 
related, directly or indirectly, to 
the larger issue of capital, of 
finance , of the financial system. 
Can our present financial system 
meet the demands of an economy 
of the nineties which concentrates 
upon basic needs, emphasises food 
production and, most of all, seeks 
to reduce vast disparities in wealth? 
Wouldn't such objectives require a 
fundamental re-structuring of the 
existing financial system - a re· 
structuring which seeks to ensure 
that the poor hnve access to the 
arteries of- the nation's wealth? 
More precisely. can banking and 
financial institutions geared to
wet.ds profit maximization play an 
effective role in the creation of a 
just society? 

Since economic self-reliance is 
integral to the just society we 
envisage, can we hope to achieve 
this goal on the basis of our present 
approach to science and techno· 
logy? In the ultimate analysis, the 

·source of a society's economic 
strength is its control over science. 
Ts the quantum of scientific know
ledge at our command sufficient to 
enable us to achieve successful 
agrarian modernization? Do we 
have a scientific base that is strong 
enough to allow us to develop our 
own food-based industries? Without 
such a· base, can we accomplish the 
sort of technological transfer which 
will benefit our people? 
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If we are going to strengthen the 
scientific foundation, the techno
logical super structure of our 
society, then we have to revamp 
our school curriculum m the nine· 
ties and beyond. It may even be a 
good idea to establish science 
centres in different parts of the 
country which will not only seek to 
stimulate public interest in science 
and the achievements of science but 
will also encourage young Malay. 
sians to discover, to invent, to 
innovate. Both material and moral 
incentives should be given to those 
who have the potential for sclen· 
tific invention and innovation. 
What all this means is that there 
should be a significant allocation in 
the nation's annual.budget and in 
its five-year plans for scientific 
research and technological develop· 
ment. The present allocation, need· 
less to say, is woefully small. 

As we reinforce our science and 
technology, so we learn to manage 
our natural resources in a more 
judicious manner. There is a 
connection between the two. 
Technological power Should never 
lead to uncontrolled, untramelled 
depletion of natural resources. This 
is what is happening at the 
moment. Our petroleum, timber, 
tin and other resources are being 
exploited at such a rapid rate that 
there is every danger that the next 
generation would be deprived of 
this fabulous natural wealth. 

It is only if the State adopts a 
more conservationist attitude that 
our natural resources will remain an 
important source of income in the 
nineties and beyond. Such an 
attitude embodied in specific policy 
directives is necessary for yet 
another reason. Our natural re· 
sources - as we have shown else· 
where - are vital for the sort of 
industrial development that we 
envisage for the Malaysia of 
tomorrow. 

A more rational natural re
sources policy should be part of a 
saner outlook on the natural 
environment itself. While it is true 
that environmental consciousness 
has been increasing steadily in the 
last decade, there is no doubt that 

· environmental degradation has also 
become more acute during the same 



Oil-rigging : Our planners must adopt a more conservationist attitude 
to pre~rve our natural resources into the nineties and beyond. . 
period. The State and private 
corporations have yet to give 
serious attention to problems 
connected with water, air and noise 
pollution. How development prO· 
grammes impact upon the environ
ment has never really been a major 
concern of our policy-makers. That 
certain aspects of our industrial 
development and agricultural 
modernisation have scarred the 
environment is a fact tha1 cannot 
be ignored. This is why economic 
policy in the nineties and beyond 
should never commit the fatal error 
of separat ing the developmental 
proce~s from the larger environ
ment, from the entire eco-system 
which sustains all life. 

OTHER DIMENSIONS OF 
A JU.ST SOCIETY 

Having examined briefly certain 
fundamental issues in the economy 
of the future, let us now turn to 
some of the other dimensions of 
this quest for a just society. If we 
began by looking at our administra-

tive system, we are forced to ask 
a question of indisputable signifi
cance: Can our present administra
tive §>'Stem which is hierarchical 
with power concentrated at the 
apex, successfully implement a 
basic needs. basic amenities 
programme? For this would require 
a grassroots approach to the 
problems of the deprived and 
disadvantaged. A bureaucracy with 
a top-down concept of develop· 
ment is simply not capable of 
accomodating the grassroou. 
approach. Neither can such a 
bureaucracy provide dynamic 
leadership to an industrialization 
programme which emphasises small 
and medium-sued mdustries. Here 
again what IS needed is an adminis
trative service which exhibits a 
degree of llexibilily so that the 
initiative and ingenuity of the grass
roots entrepreneur would be 
harnessed to the hilt. 

This is why in the economy of 
the nineties, a serious attempt must 
be made to decentrali?e the 
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bureaucracy. There should be de
volution of admmistrative power to 
enable district, town and kampung
level officials to participate actively 
in the implementation of economic 
programmes meant for the small 
man. In this way, the community at 
the grassroots level .will also be 
involved in the decision-making 
process. 

Getting the local community 
involved, getting ordinary men and 
women to participate in the 
developmental process should be 
part of a larger endeavour to 
strengthen the sinews of democracy 
in the interest of a just economic 
order in the nmeties and beyond. 
More democracy - contrary to 
what our ruling elites believe - will 
be a tremendous asset to the sort 
of economy we have in mind for at 
least one other reason. 

As democratic space expands, 
individuals and groups will be more 
willing to question, to evaluate the 
pronouncements and actions of 
Utose in power. The power-holders. 
in tum, will be forced to be more 
accountable to the people. They 
will have no choice but to explain 
how certain economic decisions 
were made, why money was 
allocated to this rather tl1an that 
economic project, and when a 
particular economic venture went 
awry. Most of all, the power
holders will have to tell the lru th -
in a society where public opinion 
thrives and press freedom nourishes 
- when certain officials of State 
"dip their hands into 1he till". In 
other words, in a truly democratic 
society it is going to be much more 
difficult to conceal high-level 
corruption and camouflage finan
cial scandals. 

We have only got to recount all 
the fmancial scandals that have 
taken place during the NEP years to 
realize how important democratic 
accountability is. Billions and 
billions of ringgit have gone down 
the drain as a result of these un
ending scandals. Of course, 901 all 
the scandals are due to the NEP or 
its implementation. Nonetheless, if 
the national leadership failed to act 
against the wrongdoers in certain 
scandals like BMF, UMBC or EPF
Makuwasa it was partly because of 



its own interests and the interests 
of certain Malay economic elites 
who, under the guise of the NEP, 
had accumulated fabulous wealth. 
To expose their misdemeanours 
would be to expose the NEP's 
not so subtly concealed agenda of 
creating Malay capitalists, whatever 
the costs and the consequences. 
Ethics have to be set aside for the 
time bein~ - so it has been argued 
in certain official circles - to 
facilitate the rapid growth of a 
Malay capitalist class. 

If there is one thing that must be 
emphasised in Malaysia's economic 
policy in the nineties and beyond, 
it is ethics. Only if the ethical 
foundation of society is firmly 
established, would it be possible to 
combat corruption and curb abuse 
of power. The ruling elites who 
hitherto have failed to prove their 
commitment to lofty ethical stan
dards should demonstrate their love 
for honesty and integrity by 
Instituting concrete measures to 
check wrongdoings which affect 
the performance of the economy. 
The Anti-Corruption Act should be 
amended to make it much more 
severe; the Anti-Corruption Agency 
should be transformed Into an 
independent Anti-Corruption 
Commission; all public officials 
should be required to declare their 
assets and llabllit1es in a register 
accessible to the public; political 
parties should be prohibited from 
getting involved In business; and 
donations made to political parties 
should be given maximum publicity 
through the media. When the 
nation's public life is cleansed of 
all its dirt, there is every likelihood 
that the economy will also be 
transformed accordingly. It will 
become a healthier organism, ro
bust enough to withstand the 
vicissitudes of the international 
ecooomy in the nineties and 
beyond. 

PruNCWLESANDPOUCffiS 
(n our analysis of the sort of 

economic and social system which 
should evolve in the coming de
cades, we have shown how the 
guiding principles enumerated at 
the beginning of our essay can be 
brought into fruition through 

specific policies and programmes. 
Economic holdings and coopera
tives, low-cost housing and social 
security benefits would help, direct· 
ly and indirectly, to meet some of 
the basic needs of our people. A 
comprehensive infrastructure deve· 
lopment programme in rural Malay· 
sia in particular would provide the 
people with easy access to basic 
amenities. Similarly, better wages, 
curbs upon monopolies and a re
structured financial system would 
go a long way in reducing vast 
disparities in wealth and eliminating 
the exploitation of labour. The 
controlled utilization of natural 
resources, and emphasis upon food 
production and the importance 
accorded to small and medium· 
sized industries will conduce to the 
evolution of a self-reliant economy 

OUR ALTERNATIVE AND 
ETHNICITY 

While we may be able to achieve 
this and most of the other goals 
which are vital for the creation of a 
just society, it is still not clear how 
we will be able to accomplish that 
one overriding objective of the 
present NEP. How will the 
economic programmes we have 
suggested help to reduce the 
identification of ethnlcity with eco
nomic function? Will they ensure 
multi-ethnic participation in various 
sectors of. the economy? Will our 
economic approach bring about 
ethnic integration and national 
unity? - , 

There is no doubt at all that as 
the standard of living of the dis
advantaged and deprived majority 
improves through some of the 
programmes we have suggested, the 
conditions for ethnic integration 
would also become a lot better. For 
the bulk of the disadvantaged and 
deprived comprise Malays and other 
Bumiputras. It is generally agreed 
that it is their exclusion from 
mainstream development and 
economic progress which poses a 
threat to national unity. If their 
basic needs can be met and their 
incomes raised, the economic posi
tion of the Bumiputras would be 
that much stronger. But the 
economic position of the majority 
of Bu miputras will not evince 
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strength and resilience as long as 
the obsession is with creating Malay 
millionaires. The solution - to 
reiterate an earlier argument - is to 
overcome the root causes of pover
ty and neglect among the Bumi· 
putras. This is what our concept of, 
and approach to, the economy 
seeks to do without adopting an 
ethnic view of the problems con· 
fronting the indigenous communi
ty. 

Of course, as the Bumiputra 
have-nots are freed from the 
clutches of poverty, as more and 
more Bumlputras acquire education 
and skills, their participation in 
commerce, Industry and the profes· 
sions would also increase signifi
cantly. The ethnic- composition of 
other sectors and sub-sectors of the 
economy would also change accor· 
dingly. In fact, some of the propo· 
sals we have made in connection 
with small and medium-sized 
industries and food production 
would boost Bumiputra participa· . 
tion in the commercial and indus
trin1 spheres if a conscious attempt 
is made to locate these economic 
ventures in rural areas. Likewise, a 
heavy industries programme linked 
to infrastructure development 
whic~ In turn.ls linked to the rural 
economy will open up new oppor
tunities for Bumiputras to involve 
themselves in industrial and techno-
logical production. . 

Indeed, if we examined closely . 
the present level of achievement of 
the Burniputra community in 
commerce, industry and the profes· 
sions it is due in large measure to 
some of the transformations that 
have occured at a more fundamen· 
tal level of the economy over the 
last liuee decades or so - transfor· 
mations r~lated to reduction in the 
incidence of poverty, expansion in 
primary and secondary education, 
improvements in health care and 
the growth of a physical infra
structure especially in . rural 
Peninsular Malaysi~. To give a 
specific, concrete example, if there 
are more Bumiputras in the Arts 
and Social Science faculties in some 
of the local universmes today, it is 
mainly because educational oppor
tunities in rural areas have expand
ed and rural poverty has been 



reduced in the course of the last 
so many years. In other words, it is 
not true that it is primarily because 
of ethnic quotas biased towards 
the Bumiputras in the arts and 
social sciences that Bumiputra 
numbers have increased. 

Ethnic quotas may have helped 
to augment the Bumiputra intake 
by a certain percentage but the vast 
increase in the number of Bumi
putras applying for arts and social 
science courses in our universities 
in the eighties is due to more 
fundamental factors. 

This is a point that should be 
stressed over and over again. For 
these fundamental factors - im
proving educational opportunities, 
reducing poverty levels - are non
ethnic. They are part and parcel of 
a general effort to provide educa
tion for everyone and to eradicate 
poverty among all communities. 
Eradication of poverty irrespective 
of ethniclty is after all the first 
prong of the NEP. 

What we are saying is that the 
efforts to eradicate poverty, expand 
education, improve health, and up
grade infrastructure should be re
doubled. More than that, Income 
disparities should be narrowed, the 
fmanclaJ system restructured, agri
cultural policy re-formulated and 
Industrial initiatives reviewed in the 
interest of the poor and powerless 
majority. Since the Bumiputra 
community has already achieved a 
certain degree of success as a result 
of some fundamental, though . 
limited, changes In the economy, 
one can imagine how much more 
significant the transformation 
would be if there was a comprehen
sive, holistic approach to alleviating 
the economic condjtion of the 
disadvantaged majority. That this 
can be done without adopting an 
ethnic approach makes it all the 
more remarkable. 

This fundamental transforma
tion of the economy on behalf of 
the deprived and disadvantaged 
majority then is the real solution. It 
is the alternative to the NEP. It is 
perhaps the only solution that can 
ensure justice and fairness to all 
the communities. Our alternative is 
just because it deUvers justice to 
those who deserve justice. • 

J 

----
JMLAYS!AN CON5UA1ER 
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LABOUR 

Y OU were probably one of 
those stunned Malaysians 
who read of how much 

some unionists claiming to protect 
the interests of estate workers paid 
themselves out of their members' 
sweat-stained subscriptions. There 
is also the case of an ex-executive 
of one of the biggest unions in the 
country , whose office was equipped 
with the latest technology and 
expensive furniture , including a 
plush private toilet, all at the 
expense of those he was represent
ing. In his case, the union members 
exposed him in time and it was last 
heard that he .is studying to be a 
lawyer. 

Some of the excesses within the 
trade union movement extend to 
colluding with the management 
against specific unionistS or workers 
considered "trouble-makers" and 
who pose a threat to the incumbent 
leadership of the union. 

An Industrial Court award, 
dated 14 Nov 1988, to a former 
woman unionist, who had been 
unjustly dismissed by a chemical 
company, Pa.kai Industries Bhd, 
uncovered the conspiracy between 
her union's leadership and the 
company to get her fued. 

Beatrice Teh Oi Lin, 53, was a 
very active and effective branch 
chairman of the National Union of 
Petroleum and Chemical Industry 
Workers (NUPCIW). In fact, she 
was so effective that the company 
decided to get rid of her by 
"retiring'' her in 1986 when she 
was only aged SO. The company 
claimed her retirement was in 

I 
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s. How the National Union of Petroleum and 
Chemical Industry Workers conspired with a 
chemical company against one of its own 
workers - Their actions were denounced by 
the Industrial Court -

accordance with the Collective 
Agreement {CA) between the union 
and the company. 

Madam Teh informed the 
company that "nowhere in the 
Collective Agreement {CA) is there 
a term requiring me to retire if I 
do not choose to do so". Neverthe
less, she relinquished her job on 
31 Oct 1986 and made representa
tions to the Industrial Relations 
Department, saying her dismissal 
was unjust and claiming rein
statement. 

On examining the 1977 and 
1979 CAs betweea NUPCIW and 
Pa.kai Industries, the Court found 
that male and female employees 
were required to retire only when 
they - reached 55. However, the 
1985-1988 CA did not even contain 
any article or cl~Jse on the retire
ment age of the workers. 

Industrial Courts chairman Dato' 
Wong Chin Wee, in a strongly
worded judgement, said Pakai 
Industries prematurely retired 
Madam Teh on two counts: 

• She was not yet 55 , the mini· 
mum retirement age for her ln 
accordance with the previous CA 
aod past practice. 

• She was not even 50 yet on 
31 Oct, as presumed by the 
company. 

Dato' Wong said: "What, one 
may ask, was the need of the haste 
to retire Madam Teh? It can all be 
traced to the fact that she was a 
trade union activist. From the 
evidence, the Court has no doubt 
that in her capacity as a trade union 
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leader, Madam Teh bargained and 
negotiated sincerely. although too 
vigorously perhaps, for the benefit 
of her co-workers for the 1985-
1988 CA." 

Thls was true because Madan1 
Teh's bargaining successes included: 

• An increase in annual leave from 
eight to 22 days, 

* An increase in compassionate 
leave from eight to 10 days, 

• Reduction of working hours 
from 48 to 44 hours a week, 

• Standardising the incremental 
date of all employees to either 
I July or 3 1 Dec. 

She had several more proposals 
to improve tbe working conditions 
of her co-workers up her sleeves. 
However, before she could proceed 
further, NUPCIW mysteriously 
pulled her out of the negotiations 
and replaced her with its executive 
secretary Kamaruzaman Osman . No 
reasons were offered and even 
Encik Kamaruzaman admitted: "I 
have no idea why she was pulled 
out ..... I was just told by my 
superiors to take over from her". 

Justifiably, Madam Teh refused 
to sign the CA because she could 
not understand how the company 
could have been let off in its rejec
tion of the union's proposals on 
retrenchment, gratuity benefits and 
ex-gratia bonus, while the workers' 
salary scales were not even dis
cussed. 

Her defiance infuriated the 
NUPCIW leadership. She was 
suspended as a member. (Her 



suspension was later declared null 
and void by the High Court). In 
disgust, she resigned from the union 
on Oct 30, stating: "I wish to with· 
draw from this union with immed
diate effect. I do not want to be a 
part of it because of the way it is 
run and its questionable adrninis· 
tration." 

Without mincing words, Dato' 
Wong said the case smacked strong· 
ly of mala fides. The court, he said, 
deplored unfair labour practice or 
victlmisation of any kind whether 
by an employer, union or a collu· 
sion by both. 

"There appears to have been a 
combination of all these three types 
of victlrnisation against (Madam 
Teh) in this case." 

He said Pa.kai Industries claimed 
that as a result of a typographical 
error, the agreement to reduce 
female workers' retirement age to 
SO was left out of the two-page 
document purported to be the final 
agreement struck under Encik 
Kamaruzaman's negotiations. 

"An examination of this 
document shows that it is neither a 
record of a meeting, negotiation 
session or agreement. It contains 
dictated terms by the company," 
said Dato' Wong, who rejected the 
document as a basis for a CA. 
Moreover none of those who signed 
this so-called final agreement were 
called to testify except Encik 
Kamaruzaman. 

Dato' Wong went on to say: "In 
any event, where was the need to 
reduce the retirement of females 
when all the other females in the 
company were less than 40 years of. 
age according to evidence from 
both sides? Even if there was an 
agreement, it was a clandestine one 
aimed solely at getting rid of 
Madam Teh." 

He went so far as to suggest that 
NUPCIW and Pakai Industries 
attempted to make a side
agreement to vary the CA so that 
female workers would be retired off 
at ·so. It was a blatant attempt to 
legitimise the unlawful and pre
mature retirement of Madam Teh 
after she was actually dismissed. 
Madam Teh, he said, never agreed 
to a reduction of her retirement age 

in the fust place. Neither could she 
be held by the' side-agreement, 
registered on 17 Dec 1986, as she 
resigned from the union on Oct 30. 

"The inescapable fact is that the 
company dismissed Madam Teh 
without just cause or excuse under 
circumstances which ought to be 
denounced in the strongest terms," 

he said. 
Unfortunately, Dato' Wong did 

not order Madam Teh's reinstate
ment although he ordered Pakai 
Industries to pay her $16,969 in 
back-wages and compensation in 
lieu of reinstatement. e 

Joceline Tan 

CHANGE THE 
WORLD BY CHANGING ME 

The Sufi Bayazid says this a~ut himself: 'I was a 
· revolutionary when I was young and aD my 
prayer to God was: 'Lord, give me the energy to 
change the world. 

~ I approached middJe age and realised that half 
my life was gone without my chanainl,a single soul. I 
·changed my prayer to : 'Lord, give me the grace to 
change aD those who come in contact with me. Just 
my,family and friends, and I shall be satisfied. 

'Now that I am an old man and my days are 
numbered, I have begun to see how foolish I have 
been. My one prayer now is: 'Lord~ give me the grace 

_to change myself. HI bad prayed for this riaht from 
the start I should not have wasted my life.~ 

Everybody thinks of changing humanity. 
Hardly anyone thinks of cbangi.DJ himself. 

Taken from: 
'THE SONG OF THE BIRD' 
by 
Anthony de Mello 
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LET1'ERS 

NEPSCARS 

I started formal education in 1970 
at the oldest National Type 
Primary School in Petaling laya. 

Ba.hasa Malaysia was the medium of 
education for the first time. I completed 
my SIP in 1982. Not surpris.inS, there
fore, that Bahasa Malaysia was and still is 
my rust language. Beina "Malaysian" 
bad never 'been equated with being 
Malay, Chinese, ladian etc. by me or my 
colleagues in schooL I remember being 
selected to recite the 'Ru.kunepra'at t.he 
an.nual 'Sports Day' and how proud 1 
was. 

My political anltening bepn when I 
applied to Maktab Tentera Diraja 
Malaysia. At one of the various stages of 
interviews and tests I was asked by a boy 
in the next bed if I really wanted to 
qualify. He could get me in because his 
father was a 'colonel'. I than.ked him and 
told him I would qualify my way. (I 
consider that as my first serious mista.ke 
in my life). It did not matter that I got 
7 A's In my SRP and passed every stage 
of the tests. I saw boys who had failed 
at the very first stage, the I.Q. test, 
qualify. The fact that they were ·Malays 
was not significant to me until the 
'Malay' sergeant who had been In charge 
came over to console me. He told me 
that there was nothing he oould do -
government's pollcy! A rude awakening 
to a reality I refused to accept. 

There was the 'Mubibbah Gang'. A 
group of friends of every race and 
religion, each experiencing early political 
awareness. Frank and open discussions 
were often held impromptu. In due 
course my Malay friends received 
scholarship offers alter our SPM, even a 
few whose parents were wealthy and had 
already made a.mangements to send their 
sons abroad for higher education. It was 
not a nice feeling attending the various 
farewell kenduris. 

The eternal optimist that I am I 
sought consolation in the fervent bope 
that my open·mindcd and intelligent 
Malay friends would return a.nd make 
the country a better a.nd fairer place to 
live in. The present government seems to 
discouraae this. Recent utterances of 
the term "orang asing" bites deep into 
my Malaysian heart. Already I have 
experienced a.monsst young middle class 

Malays a superiority complex. 
Discussing the NEP with the Muhib· 

bah Gang I became aware that it was the 
consensus that it was nC?t only right, but 
necessary. Any right thinking MaJayslan 
can see the logic of wealth distribution, 
of a oommon languaae 1nd identity - in 
pursuance of equality. But when wide
spread a.nd open ethnic discrimination is 
practised, the nation as a whole suffers. 
The NEP made me a thoroughbred 
Malaysian but then left me outside look
ing in a.nd being told I am an "orang 
ISing". 

Now, even with the benefit of hind
sight I remain the optimist. My eally 
beliefs in being "M.a.laysian" is neither 
ignorant nor naive; it is my birth-right. 

BRANDON 
England 

THE RIGHT TO PRACTISE 
AND PROPAGATE ONE'S 

- RELIGION 

E veryone has the fight to practise 
and profess his religion without 
being fettered. Leavins alone the 

International Declaration of Huma.n 
Rights, the above has been enshrinM in 
our Ru.kunegara. Despite this Yeshua 
Janu.luddin known to be a Christian has 
been fettered and persecuted for his 
religious beliefs. 

Their Lordships at the Supreme 
Court have broken this fetter upon 
Yeshua lamaluddin and it is a sad thing 
that a man's religious freedom has had to 
be deeid~ in a Court of Law of all 
places. 

The Gospel of Barnabas could have 
caused ill·will to the Christians just like 
Salman Rushdie's 'Satanic Verses' to 
Muslims. Forcing the Gospel of Barnabas 
upon Yeshua during his weak moments 
(according to his testimony) is highly 
undesirable. One has to draw an analogy 
as to the repercussions upon the Islamic 
world or the 'Satanic Verses' and the 
repercussions in persecuting Yeshua. 

Coming to the part about the 
Supreme Court, Yeshua Jamaluddin was 
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arrested and clwgcd under tJte lSA 
S.8 (1) on the grounds t:ba.t- he wu 
pract!sinJ and PfOPaaltinB Christianity. 
Yeshua contended that Wider the 
Federal Consti•ud9tt a person is guaran
teed freedom of religion under Clause 
( l) of Article 11 of the Constitution and 
as such the detention was bad in law in 
that it was inco_nsistent with the provi
sions of Article 11. 

The government ugued that the 
detention was necessary to prevent an 
act prejudicial to the security of the 
country and that once the Minister was 
satisfied that Yeshua's act was prejudi
cial to the security of the nation that 
decision, based on the subjective test, 
could not be challenged in Court. 

Their Lordships held that since the 
order of detention was inconsistent with 
Article 11 of the Constitution ;-and was 
outside the purview of the ISA it was 
not valid. The goverrupent should freely 
allow every individual the rights. enshrin
ed in Article 11 and ally attempt to 
fetter that constitutional qht was 
wrong ill law. 

Although I am not a professing 
Charismatic Christian and do not aaree 
with some of their ooncepts, I applaud 
their Lordshlps in ~tly interpreting 
Article 11. 

S. SATEiA SIVAM 
Koto Kinobalu 

ALIRAN A STOOGE? 

I wonder if your little magazine is 
supported by the 'capitalists' in 
the country. When are you going 

to stop being 'karupillar or cUD)' leaves 
for one particular community in your 
country. 

Down here in Singapore 'We can 
people like you 'curry leaves' for the 
Chinese capita.li.rts. It is an open flct t.bat 
the PAP was founded by lniiAns in 
Singapore but as it happem to curry 
leav~ which are thrown in the Utter bin 
when we consume our food, the [ndians 
and even the native Mallys have been 
thrown into the dustbin. 

Sinppo1e has become a China. By 
cartographic means place names are 
given Chinese names. Only Chinese 
belong to a superior ttce like the 
Germans during lfitler's days· aDd only 
Chinese are considered fit to be minis· 
ters a.nd permanent seaetaries. 
. or oourse there are some 'Anjing lari' 

ministers to build up a facade just like 
you. 

I dare you to publish this letter! But 
you will not. 

KT.JOSEPH 
Sihgaport! 



NEVER AGAIN- WE PRAY 

W ith the release of Mr Lim IGt 
Siang, leader of the Opposi· 
tion, and his son, also an 

opposition MP, the nation can at last 
prepare to close the chapter on Opera· 
rion Lallang which began on October 27, 
1987. It has been a long period in our 
nation's histOTY, one which has divided 
the nation and brought unfavourable 
attention upon it. 

The chapter, however, cannot be 
closed yet because there are still 10me 
detainees under restrictive orders. More· 
over, there bas been no satisfactozy 
answer to questions that have been 
raised by a number of them about 
torture during detention. 

Other equally serious matters have 
been alleged concerning the difficulties 
ol visitation and medical services at the 
detention centre. The public cannot be 
expected to disbelieve wch reports 
without clear evidence to prove other· 
wise. Verbal denials by the officers of 
the detention camp and the police them· 
selves and echoed by the Ministry of 
Home Affairs do not constitute a satis· 
factory answer:. It is regrettable that no 
' independent inquiry has been conduct· 
ed. 

The detention of a sizeable segment 
of the country's leaders from pressure 
groups, social and religious organizations 
a~ well ~~~ political parties i11 a ~iou.~ 
denial of the tradition and practice or 
participatory demoCl'acy and should 
never be repeated. Significantly a 
number or important legislations, among 
them the Constitution (Amendment) 
Act, the Printing Presses Act, the Police 
Act, the lmmigratiou Act and the 
internal Security Act, which fundamen· 
tlllly affected the basic structure or 
democratic practice and process were 
pused during Operation Lallong. 

We reiterate our opposition to ISA 
detentions. Detention without trial is a 
blatant injustice to individuals involved. 
lf the autho.dties have a case qir\st any 
penon, they must be prepared to take 
the per10n to court and prove their ca.e 
thus Jivina the perJOn h1l or her rf&htful 
opportunity to a public heulna. We 
fervently hope that thole A.l11 beJ.na 
detained under the ISA wm be releued 
100n. 

We have prayed for peace and 
national aecurity and wW continue to 
pray for our nation. However, there is no 
peace without justice. The ISA deten· 
tions had been a blot in our beloved 
nation's history. We call upon the 
Government now to talce stepa to re
deem itself Wore the eyes of the world. 

We sympat.hiJed with all who have 
been detained under Operation Lallang 
and their loved ones irrespective of their 
race or creed. We are glad that th.eir long 
ordeal has come to an end. We have 
prayed for them and we thank God for 
their releases. As they take their place in 
society, we pray that they will play 

important rolet in nation-buildins and 
seek peace and justice for aD Malaysiam. 
Let U$ put aside aU bitterness and reeent· 
ment and together work for a hamJo. 
nious Malaysia. 

DANIELKCHO 
Honorary Secretary 

Christian Federation of Malaysia 
Petaling Jaya 

AUDIT DEPT: POWER 
WITHOUT PUNCH! 

P ainstaldngly prepared audit 
reports of the Auditor Ge_neral 
have been reduced to mere 

academic exercises as no follow up 
action is taken to rWht the wronp of the 
DepartrnenU/Ministries audited. This 
makes me wonder whether the Audit 
Department is just another vehicle to 
proYide employment for 10me people 
and nothing more! 

The powers-that-be h.ave "lost" sipt 
of the very purpose of auditing, perhaps 
because the public'a lou (for that's 
what the lou of eo-called government 
funds is) is some busineuman's gain -
and what with politics mixing freely 
with business! Besides with the cohahi· 
tation of business and politics, one 
cannot f'md any other good reuon for 
the inaction on questionable go~n 
that are unearthed by the Audit Depart· 
ment. The Audit Department has been 
doing a good job, but its job ends with 
the preparation of its report. It is not 
clwged with the responsibility of aeeing 
to it that the wrongs ue rWhted, the 
guilty brought to bOok. 

There:S eo much talk about fighting 
cotruption I_!! this country. Even a 
special Cabinet Committee was 1et up 
10me montha qo "to get to the bottom 
of thinp". After all the brouhaha the 
committee came up with a "10lution"
all complaint. it h.ad received were 
handed over to the And<:otrUption 
Aaency for investlpdon and action u 
the committee bad no power to do 10. 
l'he committee certainly d.ld not find the 
bottom of the pit, for the pit of c:otrUP
tion is a bottomleta one. 

r m wonderfna whether t.hil hJah· 
powered committee refen all the audit 
reports to the ACA for action apinst aU 
tbo~e who milmanaaed pubUc funds: If 
there is any lincerlty in fW.hting cotr.up
tion, all thole Implicated of mJananase
ment in the Auditor General's reporta 
lbould be made accountable. II the ACA 
has eo fu not taken any ac:don in this 
directJOn, that itaelf must speak vOlumes 
for the 10-called in~ndence of the 
ACA! 

Appealins to the culprits to "use 
A-G's report u guide" ~tar 22·3-89) in 
preventing wutaaes is a cry in the 
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wildeme11 becaaJC no accountability is 
caDed for. Only when ~ction .is taken to 
make bureaucrats ac:countahle for mis
llllllliement or funds under their clwJe, 
a tenle of responJibility will then teep 
ttuough. Is there any reason' why thoae 
who spend public money, like they 
would never spend their own, should not 
be bro1J8ht to book instead of beiDa left 
off with cursory appeals to mend their 
ways? 

R.A VJNDER SINGH 
Sungai Petani 

SEXUAL HARASSMENT 

I wish to voice a problem that 
most employers would rather 
sweep under the carpet. Thete 

days it is an und.en.iable fact that sexual 
harassment exist• at work places. 

Sexual harulment u slowly but •~ 
ly increasing at lower levels in most work 
places and many do not reafue that it 
atfec:ts a woman'sjob. 

A friend of mine who works in a 
government office bas been I victim of 
aexual harassment. The trouble is that 
the man who is harassing her Is her head,_ 
of department! She bas even tried get· 
tina a tranllller to anotJter department 
but since her application bas to 10 
through this man, he rejected it. 

How lona can a woman pretend that 
she does not suffer from harassment -
bottom pinching, toucllin8, suaesttve 
remarks, texual advances etc? I feel 
10mething has to be done before wone 
thinp befaU victims oC ~exuaJ harul
ment. 

I abo found out that aexual Jwa• 
ment can be ueed u a form of dis
crimination 1Pinst women. When a 
woman refuaea to Jive in to her bou/ 
wperior, abe u denied promotion or 
made to reliJn. 

It Is time we had an equal ri&Jita 
amendment, or It not, adequate lawa for 
10lv:i.nl the problem of JeXuaJ twa. 
ment. wm the Ministry of Justice come 
up with 10methina poaitive? 

S. SUNDRALJNGAM 
Tatplng 

BLASPHEMY: WHY 
DOUBLE STANDARDS? 

T he Christian Federation ol 
Malaysia Joins with· an rWht
t.hinltina people to deplore the 

statements in Rushdie's book "Satanic 
Venea", that, accorclin8 Muslim lcllolan, 



are bJuphemoua. Not having had the 
opportunity to read the book. we are 
not in a position to comment but the 
wodd·wide reaction to it indicat.es that 
the chatge made against the author has 
substance. We ue, therefore, of the 
opinion that the action taken by various 
governments - including our own - to 
ban the book is justified. 

While we are of the view that people 
should be Cree to produce and publish 
their literary works, we hold equally that 
they should not wound the moral, 
religious and ethnic sensitivities of any 
group or community by their writings. 

In a multi-etl)nlc, multi-cultural and 
multi~etigious country like Malaysia, the 
authorities must be particularly vigilant 
in this Jespect. Unfortunately, this is not 
the case here. Various publications 
attacki.ng and ridiculing the beliefs of 
Christians are fo•nd on the shelves of 
aome bookshops. Reports have been 
made in the past, but the shops continue 
to display and seU them. We appeal to 
the relevant authority to ta.ke appro
priate action. 

DANIEL K. C. HO 
Honorary &!cretary 

Chriu/an Federation of Malaysia 
Petaling Jaya 

IN THE NAME OF 
AYATOLLAH, THE MOST 

MERCILESS AND THE 
MOST COMPASSIONLESS ... 

I was pained to note that thougb 
we are in the 21st century. man: 
Jdnd u still bubarous. 

Aliran which is committed to the 
strugle for Justice, Freedom and 
Solidadty, should protest vehemently to 
the lnnian government ap.jnst such 
bltbaric execution of justice. People are 
bound to make or commit mJsta.kes but 
hooding and buryina wronsdoers and 
then stoning them to death shows that 
there ue 10me •VIle• amonrat us. UJina 
<;;oct'• name to juatify 10ch punishment 

nvuaANSSTONEllTO 
DEAm FOR 1MMORAL 

ACfiVITIES 

I ranians have stoned to death 1 1 
piOititutea or pimps in an Islamic 
execution watclled by thousands 

ol people at a sports stadium. 
Tile &utian newspaper Kaltyan, said 

the 11 were among 15 men and women 
.Utenced to death for running a prosti· 
tudon netwotlt in JleVeral ltanian 
provinces and an unnamed Gulf Arab 
country. 

Tile names of the 15 executed 
bulkated that 11 or 12 were women. 
The paper did not ay how many of 
tho.e etoned to death were women 
and did ilot report bow the other four 
people were executed. 

should be condemned. 

S.P. SIVAKUMAR 
Johor BaJmt 

REliGION - A TOOL FOR 
FALSE PROPHETS 

T hank you for Chandra Muzaf. 
far's piece on Salman Rushdie. 
lt is very encoUJ38ing to find 

Muslims like him who are pJepareil to 
come out against •fanaticism and ir· 
mtionalism. He is perfectly right that 
there Is a trend in the West towards 
rendering everything in life profane, and 
that "there is DO notion of sacredness 
anymore". But the responsibility for this 
lies in religion ltseiC. 

F~~tly,~ except during the lifetime 
of the various proplrets wbo initiated the 
living religious traditions In the modem 
world, religion has always been used as a 
device for keeping ruJini classes in power 
and oppressing the mass of ordinary 
people through superstition and fear. 
This has been ao in Europe from the 
time of the Roman Emperor Constantine 

The coon convicted the 15 of 
"spreading corruption on earth." 
Klzhyan said a total of 58 people were 
dwged. Six were acquitted and tbe 
otheu were flogged or jailed. 

In execution by stoning, usually 
carried out for sexual offences, prisoners 
are hooded and burled in a hole in the 
ground. Men ue burled to the waist and 
women to the chest. 

Those ca.rrying out the sentence -
usually judk:Jal officials or police ~ 
stand in a oircle around the convict. 
The sentencing judge throws the first 
stone and the others foiJQw, 5bouting 
"Ailah-o Akbar" (God is Great) and 
religious chants. 

REUTER 
As reported in THE STAR: ?1+1 989· 

right up to Czarist Russia, Franco's 
Spain and many present day dictator· 
ships in South America. Philosophers 
from Plato to Hegel and beyond have 
used metaphysics and mysticism as 
devices for supporting a conservative 
authoritarian style of government, and a 
closed society. Religion in Europe has 
never been any friend of human rights, 
or freedom of thought, but on the 
contrary has advocated blind obedience 
to a mystical authority. 

Secondly, as a corollary of this 
religion bas always opposed change: 
even essential, necessary cha:nge. The 
tendency is to respect an institution or a 
law simp(y because it is old and has 
precedent. Thus although it is imperative 
to rtabilize the world's population, 
religions persist in opposing the use of 
contraception. There Is a related ten· 
dency to view what goes on in the 
material world. the sufferings and 
deprivatiops, as unimportant. Only the 
next world is important and all will be 
compenated there. So you do not get 
many nligious people joining Green· 
peace or demonstrating tpinst the 
depletion or the ozone layer. Very 
convenient for those who make a profit 
out of products that threaten the 
environment. 

Thirdly, religion is always taken to 
extremes. It is always made much harder 
than originally envisaged by the in· 

, aoaurating prophet. Even the Prophet 
~Mohammad warned against this, and 
there are passages in tlle Holy Qwan 

"'Dll most beautiful tbinp In tbe world 
eaaaot be seen or even touched. Tbey 

must be felt with the heart''. 

warning against this. Yet extremist 
writers adopt ideas and freely interpret 
prophecies which are not part of the 
original religious tradition. In Europe 
the nineteenth century was a time when 

. re .. n became very burdensome and 
oppressive, and there was a campaign 
to eliminate all natural and spontaneo.us 
fun and joy from life. This aort of purl· 

HELEN KELLER · 

• 
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· taoism linds its way into all religious 
traditions, unless it is opposed and 



rigorously guarded against. Unfortunate
ly, all too often, the puritam get their 
way. 

They do because the mass of the 
people are conditi>ned into a sort of 
rear of religion, and an unwarranted 
~espect for anyone, however fanatical, 
who proselytises it. It is difficult for 
fanaticism not to lead to violence and 
wholesale slaughter. nus happened in 
Europe during the sixteenth and seven· 
tee'nth centuries. It was la.qely because 
of the appaUing experience of the Thirty 
Years War in Germany and the Revolu
tion in England, in which sons were 
killing fathers and brothers, that a more 
tolerant attitude evolved and enabled the 
birth of the concept of Human Rights 
for which you campaign so vociferously 
m your magazine. This fourth point of 
mine is significant because some Islamic 
writers, one of whom Dr Chandra 
mentions in his article, condemn the 
enlishtenment of tile Eighteenth century 
in Europe as a diabolical and whoUy 
unfortunate phenomenon. 

It is very disquieting to observe aU 
four of these developments taking place 
in the Islamic World, and therefore in 
Malaysia. There is a danger that Islam, 
unless it takes a new view of itself of the 
lcind Dr Chandra seems to envisage, 
might either become a "fascist" instru· 
ment, or alternatively become margina
lized in the way religion is in the West. 
This would be extremely regrettable, 
but, you must admit, understandable, in 
view of the behaviour of "religious 
people" and " religious authorities" and 
the experience o[ history. 

AHMAD ABDULLAH 
Kuala Lumpur 

NO ELECTION 
NO DEVELOPMENT 

W henever we have a by· 
election, the people in that 
particular area tend to bene-

fit because most, if not all of the 
ministms arc there to serve them. In 
Malaysia, we cannot deny that whenever 
there is a by-election or a general elec
tion, there is development. This was 
cieariy shown ln the case of the Johor 
Baru by-election. ln other words, there is 
no development if there is no election. 

On the other hand, our Prime 
Minister claims that it is a waste of 
public funds holding such by-elections 
especially in those constituencies iliat 
fell vacant owing to resignations as in the 
case of Johor Baru and Ampang Jaya. l 
too see it as a waste of taxpayers' fund. 
But who is actuaUy wasting it? As in the 
case of the Johor Baru by-election, I 
cannot understand why the government 
bad to spend so much (millions) and yet 

our PM says that it is just a normal by
election. I'm sure that if election rules 
are obeyed and immoral and corrupt 
handouts are not made by government 
ministers, it would not cost that much. 

At this stage, can I ask what the 
purpose is ln making the laJgest flag as 
well as the longest firecracker? lsn 't it a 
waste of public funds? 

L. L. CHIENG 
Kuala Lumpur 

THE ITM DEMO- A 
DEMONSTRATION OF 

IRRATIONALITY . 

T he incident in which about one 
thousand students of the lusti· 
tut Teknologi Mara (ITM) 

staged a protest against Prof. Tan Sri 
A wang Had Sallch's suggestion that lTM 
and Tunku Abdul Rahman College 
(TAR) consider admitting students from 
Ylllious races, should be viewed with 
contempt. 

It not only brings into prominence 
tbe evident problem of mcial polarisa
tion that exists in the country, but it 
also highlights the fact tha1 there exist 
groups who ate too stuck in theh: ethnic 
grooves to promote genuine nation
building. 

We cannot deny that the hypocritical 
authorities are indulging in a sorrowful 
game of double-standards. While on one 
hand they preach that nationaJ unity is 
to be our primary objective, they are 
responsible for policies such as the ITM's 
student intake policy. 

Confining an academic institution to 
a certain nee undoubtedly amounts to 
discrinlination -of the first order. Educa
tion should be made accessible to every 
individual who is academicaUy capable. 
It is a right to which every person is 
entitled and should not be made a 
privilege that is only available to a select 
few. 

For the thousands of needy non
Malay students who cannot afford to 
pursue their tertiary education overseas, 
or who are denied entrance into our 
local universities due to the present 
quota system which is biased in favour 
of the Burniputras, the opening of 
institutions such as the ITM to non
Bumiputras will obviously make a great 
difference. 

lf anything, legislation ought to be 
introduced to make it Illegal for people 
to engage in actirities whlch threaten the 
potential prospect of achieving greater 
social Jwrnony. lf being 'a threat to 
national security' can be made a ground 
on which one could be detained under 
the ISA, perhaps the authorities should 
consider making 'a threat to national 
unity' an equally punishable offence! 
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Professor Tan Sri A wang Rad SaUeh's 
suggestion should not be viewed with 
contempt, but should be hailed. Blatant 
ignorance of a growing problem such as 
racial· polarisation will certainly hinder 
our efforts in trying to curb it. Ideas 
which may assist in this pursuit should 
at lenst be considered. 

JA GDEEP SINGH DEO 
Penang 

FORMATION OF 
MALAYSIAN 

ENVIRONMENTAL AND 
CONSERVATION 

NETWORK 

EPSM is pleased to announce the 
formation of the Malaysian 
Environmental & Conservation 

Network by the Malayan Nature Society 
(MNS), Centre for Environment, Tech
nology & Development, Malaysia 
(CETDEM), J:ederation of Malaysian 
Consumers Assoc.iation (FOMCA) and 
EP~M. The initiative arose from a 
resolution adopted at EPSM's AGM in 
June 1988 and we hope that our Malay
sian environmental and conservation 
groups will come forward lo join this 
informal network. Until the first meeting 
of the Network when a coordinator will 
be agreed to , queries can be addressed to 
EPSM. 

The Network will be guided by the 
foUowing principles: 

l) TI1e network will be infonnal and 
serviced by a rotating co-ordinator 
organisation (serving for 6 months 
or a year, during which period it 
would cover the cost Q( any 
mailings that may be necessary); 

2) It would basicaUy keep participat
ing organisations informed of major 
environmental and conservation 
issues within Malaysia through the 
circulation of prln ted material as 
well as special briefings, especially 
on government bodies like the 
Environmental Quality Cou.ncil & 
Taman Negara Advisory Council: 

3) It would also try to obtain consen
sus on major issues like the Tropical 
Forestry Action Plan so that joint 
pubUc representation can be made; 

4) A poss.ible spinoff of the network 
could be better coordination of the 
major activities of the participating 
0183nisations through exchanges of 
information on their plans. 

EXECUTTVE COMMIITEE 
Environmental Protection Sodety 

Malaysia 
Petali11g Jaya 



FREEDOM 

IRAN: 
FREEDOM 
UNDER SIEGE 

'Cleansing 0 0 • purifying . .. 
rebuilding' Khomeini mounts a 
mortaJ assault on Iran's culture. 

In its backwardness and 
dogmaticism, Khomeini's 
regime, writes ESMAIL 
KHO'I, tries to destroy the 
roots of human creativity. 

A n Iranian who 
left the country before the Revo
lution returns home after Kho
meini's regime has come to power. 

'Good old Tehran!' he thinks to 
himself. 'Nothing seems to have 
changed much.' And he sets out to 
buy some cigarettes. 

'But sir,' says the tobacconist. 
'We don't sell cigarettes any more, 
I'm afraid you have to go to the 
butcher, round the comer.' 

'I beg your pardon ,' exclaims the 
man. 

'The butcher,' repeats the tobac
conist. 'lf you want to buy ciga
rettes, you must go to the butcher.' 

'But butchers sell meat, don't 
they?' 

'No sir, not any more. If you 
want to buy meat, you must go to 
the mosque, not far from here.' 

'My God! But a mosque is a 
place where people go to say their 
prayers. 

'No sir, not any more. If you 
want to say your prayers, you must 
go to the University of Tehran.' 

'Good heavens! But that's a 

place for students and professors.' 
'No sir, not any more. If you 

want to meet the students and the 
professors, you must go to Evin 
Prison.' 

'But, for God's sake, isn't that 
a place for thieves and murderers?" 

'No sir, not yet. If you want to 
see the thieves and the murderers, 
you must go to the Islamic Parlia
ment.' 

An Iranian poet has said that 
you start laughing when you are 
beyond tears. The joke highlights 
some of the aspects of the night
mare we are living through with 
wide open eyes. 

Far - the great majority of 
Iranians whO, like myself, have 
lived under the rule of Khomeinism 
long enough to be personaUy 
affected by the phenomenon, the 
joke is not a caricature. It is rather 
a simple, factual depiction of the 
social, economic and cultural 
'replacements' that the AyatoUah 
and mullahs have imposed on Ira
nian society in the name of God, 
or worse still, in the name of the 
Revolution. 

The 'replacements' - economic, 
cultural, political, social, etc. - can 
aU be shown to be the direct results 
of the forceful application of the 
principles of a world outlook which 
views everything not in the direc
tion of the future, but in the direc
tion of the past - a back-to-front 
ideology which tries with all its 
might and power to impose a back-
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ward movement on the course of 
the history of our country. 

It is interesting to note that in 
his pedagogic efforts at explaining 
his non-Western , non-Eastern idea 
of 'cultural revolution', Khomeini 
has often said 1 hat our prisons must 
be turned into universities. But you 
know that he is very notorious for 
his grammar-free use of the Persian 
language. Subjects and objects have 
no predetermined place in his 
sentences. That, however, is only 
on the face of it. Deep down the 
man has his own special grammar. 
What most people have failed to 
understand, especially before the 
Revolution, was that in most of 
Khomeini's pronouncements, the 
subject should be read after the 
object. The executioners of his 
decree, however, know their 
master's ungrammatical rule. Thus, 
our universtties were soon turned 
into prisons. 

It is quite revealing in this con
text to note that one of the mini
sters of the regime once said: 

'We have no wealth to distribute 
equaUy among our people: we 
therefore distribute our poverty 
equaUy.'' 

And if things continue the way 
they do, lran may soon reach the 
point where nothing is left but 
absolute poverty for our people 
to share in Islamic brotherhood. 

What Khomeini's regime has 
done, or rather undone, in the 
name of cultural revolution, has 



indeed muCh the same annihilating 
object. The godly mullah seems to 
be saying: 

'We have no knowledge to share 
with our people equally: so let each 
of them equally share ln our 
ignorance.' 

It has been along such lines that 
the regime has done its utmost to 
impose Khomeini's anti-cultural 
and anti-revolutionary concept of 
cultural revolution upon our 
society. 

There are numerous examples of 
this, one of which is the country's 
system of higher education which 
has been completely crushed. 
Forced retirement became the lot 
of the majority of the teaching and 
administrative staff in the univer
sities and institutes of higher 
education soon after these were 
closed down in 1979. 

Although forced collective re
tirement formed tl1e most severe 
blow to our higher education 
system, its individual victims were 
and are naturally not the most 
unfortunate. Next came expulsion, 
then self-exile, then lmprlsonmem, 
then execution. 

After the so-called 'cleansing' or 
'purifying' and 're-building' of the 
system, not even 10% of the 
students have been able to return to 
their now lslamic courses, due to 
the inquisitional nature of the 
these institutions. The rest of them 
are now either in nameless graves, 
mostly members of the Mojahedin 
khaJgh and the Fedayeen, or in 
prison or in hiding or abroad. 

It is time for me to turn to· 
another aspect of Khomeinism's 
assault on our culture. The things I 
have to say in this respect can best 
be expressed in the form of an 
historical comparison. The compa
rison may give rise, however, to a 
grave misunderstanding. lt may 
sound as if I am saying certain 
things in favour of the Shah's 
regime. The following should there
fore be noted so that my intention 
may be clear: (a) that there are 
points one cannot make unless one 
draws comparisons; (b) that to say 
of the worst dlat it is worse than 
the bad is by no means to say that 
the bad is good; (c) that, in particu
lar, to say in general that feudalism 

.is more backward then bourgeois 
society is by no means to say that 
the latter is an historical ideal. 

Needless to say, censorship in 
Iran is not a revolutionary innova
tion of the present regime. We had 
it during the life and tinles of the 
Shah; not satisfied with the title 
of King of Kings, he invented for 
himself the title Ariamehr, the Sun 
of the Aryans. Now this sun of us 
Aryans, who also happened to be 
the shadow of God on earth, 
according to the teachings of our 
religious leaders of the time, Aya
tollah Khomeini included, had 
therefore his very shadowy side 
as well. · 

He was not only a man of 
splendour, of pride, at celebrations 
and anniversaries; he was also a man 
of politics, of fear, in matters of 
fact and daily life. And so he had 
his notorious SA V AK. SA V AK...-did 
a number of things such as for tor· 
turing political dissidents and 
scrutinising literary publications. 

We did have books, including 
some of my own. Between their 
printing and publication, things 
could and did happen. Changes in 
the text, interrogations as to what 
you really meant, sometimes losing 
your job or even getting arrested, 
were all part of the printing 
process. 

You could also get yourself shot, 
as Khosrow Golesorkh.i managed 
wonderTully and heroically to do. 
The point is, that to be killed 
depended entirely on your decision, 
and not on the regime. It was 
entirely up to you how far you 
wished to go to antagonise them, 
and you had to prove to them that 
they had no other option but to 
eventually kill you, so that when in 
your revolutionary efforts to reveal 
their essential beastliness to your 
people you managed, as Khosrow 
did, to get yourself killed, you 
still remained the exception. 

The rule was that the Shah's 
regime was against the work, not 
against the author, against the 
book, not the writer. 

Golesorkh.i, the poet, could have 
saved Golesorkh.i the revolutionary. 
We are of course grateful to hJm 
that he didn't. That indeed is the 
very reason for hls greatness. The 
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fact remains, however, that he 
could have lived had he chosen to. 

But things are very different 
now. In its look-backward-move
backward attitude, Khomelnism 
goes back from effects to causes. 
Now we are faced with a regime 
that concerns itself essentially not 
with the work but with the author. 

Why bother with what has 
already been produced? Let us 
stop the process at its inception. 
The Shah used to shoot books, 
mainly, but Khomeini shoots 
writers and poets. At times he even 
shoots the publisher, the printer, 
the bookbinder, and even the 
paper merchant. 

We have no private paper mer· 
chants in Iran today, and no private 
printing houses, except of course 
for those functioning in hiding. 
The good old private bookbinders 
we still have, but they will be 
afraid, naturally, of binding any 
old book which is concerned with 
anything against, or even beyond, 
Khomeinism 's historical concerns. 

One of many Iranian publishers 
who was shot dead was Mr 
Mohammadi. The original pro· 
ducers of books are writers and 
poets. It is natural therefore that 
they should be the prime targets 
of literary annihilation. 

Saeed Soltanpour, the theatre 
director, playwright, critic, poet 
and member of the Executive 
Committee of the Iranian Writers' 
Association, was arrested on his 
wedding night ana executed soon 
after. 

The poet Jalal Sarfaraz and the 
journalist Sadegh Hatefi had their 
bands cut off before they were 
put before the firing squad. The 
reason for this butchery was 
reported to be that their hands 
had written against Islam and the 
Imam. 

There are moreover a large 
number of our poets, writers and 
journalists in the regime's prisons, 
or in hiding, but I am afraJd I have 
to refrain from citing any names. 

There is another marked 
difference between the present 
regime and the previous one. The 
Shah's regime bad its internal 
tyranny coated with an inter
national pretence of some kind 



of democracy. 'World opinion' was 
for the Shah, a t'actor to be taken 
into account. He therefore res-. 
pected in his own way resolutions 
passed by the UN or Amnesty 
International. 

In- other words, we were then 
faced with a very special kind' of 
barbaric barbarism. 

fntemational prestige is some
thing absolutely beyond Khomeini's 
pre-historic view. He has often 
referred to the UN or Amnesty 
as 'worthless institutions created 
by, and at the service of, the great 
Sacan America'. 

It is true that such organisations 
helped him when he was himself 
in exile. But I think that those 
who accuse him of pretending to 
have forgotten this fact do not do 
him justice. I am sure that he had 
not realised the fact, even at the 
time. Concepts like Human Rights 
and international justice are simply 
beyond his grasp. 

The irony is that if any organi
sation such as Amnesty defended 
a political prisoner in Iran, on the 
basis of human rights, Khomeini 
would fmd the defence itself to 
be the fmal proof of the prisoner's 
guilt. So, you see, if I were to 
mention the names of those of my 
colleagues and friends now in 
prison or in hiding in lran I would 
be doing them more harm than 
good. 

But as regards the writers and 
poets in exile, I have quite a 
different reason for not mentioning 
their names. The reason is ihat 
the list would be far too long. Let 
me insiead put their srcry in a 
nutshell. The Iranian Writers' Asso
ciation had over three hundred 
members. More than half of these 
are now outside Iran. 

It would, however, be misleading 
to put too much emphasis on 
literature. K.homeinism is, by its 
very nature, against all forms of 
human thought and feeling. 
Philosophy, no less than science, 
and science no less than art, find 
themselves in direct opposition to 
lbe regime's fLXed dogmas of faith. 

The regime construes this oppo
sition as a dilemma between the 
spcciaUst and the faithful. Jt is 
obvious, however, that the faithful 

in power has to get rid of the 
specialist if he wishes to remain 
in power. 

Thus the Islamic regime's so
called cultural revolution means, 
indeed must inevitably mean, 
nothing but cultural destruction. 

Khomeini's • slogan ' neither 
Eastern nor 'Western' is intended 
to signify eco.nomic and cultural 
independence. But good intentions 
may lead to bad deeds. You may 
find ymlrself. thinking that inde
pendence is a supreme goal. You 

· also find yourselr saying 'either 
independence · or down with 
everything·. Strtiggling for ~cono
rruc and cultural independence, you 
may fmd yours~f annihilating your 
whole economy and culture. This 
tendency to annihilate is, I believe, 
at the very heart of Khomelnism. 

There are people, I should point 
out, who think that this is not 
necessarily the case. Had Khomeinl 
been a wiser politician, they think, 
he 'would not have gone to such 
extremes. But· tb.is souqds to me 
like saying that if the lady elephant 
had fmer iingers, she would have 
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played the piano instead of 
smashing it. 

f know that I have not said 
much about 'censorship' in Iran 
today. The reason must be obvious 
by now. What we are faced with in 
1ran is far more terrible than 
'censorship' in any ordinary sense. 
In the ordinary sense, censorship 
aims to destroy the fruits of human 
creativity, not the very foots of 
it. Khomeinism, though not un
concerned with the fruits, aims 
at the very roots. Not to realise that 
is to mistake the bull in the glass
house with a playful boy who 
happens to step on some precious 
newly-planted rosebush. You can 
teach the boy not to do that again , 
but you cannot ask the bull not to 
ruin everything. He does it because 
he is a bull. 

I do not mean to say, by this 
simile, that our situation is hope
less. It so happens, fortunately, 
that in the glassh.ouse of every 
nation's culture what is the most 
delicate and the most fragile is 
also the most enduring and the 
most resistant. • 



DEBT 

DEBT: 

Source. Susan Georgt•, edited 
~·ersion of her speech deli~·ered at 
the meecing "Third World Debt and 
Em•ironmemal Destn.lclion, "Rome. 
7-8 July 1988, co-orgamsed by 
L 't.'spresso, La Nuova Ecologia, and 
the Italian North-South Cf111lpaign. 

"A kind of low-intensity-confl~ct" 

Here economist SUSAN 
GEORGE speaks about the 
violence of debt and possible 
creative solutions to it. 

would Like to tell a story that T 

l think exemplifies debt. It is a 
story of a drowning mao who is 

flailing his arms and shouting "help, 
help, 1 can't swim!" The only 
person in sight, a British aristocra l, 
replies, "Neither can I, but T don't 
make such a fuss about it:' 

Debt is like that. It depends • 
whether you are in the water or on 
the shore. The crisis is not a crisis 
for everyone. There are many banks 
that continue to make enormous 
amounts o f money out of the crisis. 
A trillion dollars in today's world 
economy is not that much and if 
we wanted to sol~e the crisis we 
could do it within the next two or 
three weeks. ft wouldn't be that 
hard to do except for a few Ameri
can banks. But the historical mo
ment of 83 to 85 when the banks 
were terribly over-exposed and in 
some danger, has passed. Therefore, 
the crisis is entirely in the Third 
World, in the drowning Third 

· World . 
N~w J will tell you a sad story 

from a report of the Brazilian 
Lutheran Church a year-and-a-half 
ago. The hut is sinking in the mud 
near the bridge over the River 
Guyibe. A woman social worker is 
welcomed by five children - the 
parents are foraging in the garbage 
heaps. Noticing how poorly the 
children look the social worker asks 
if they had eaten recently. "Yes 

miss, yesterday. Mummy made 
little cakes out of wet newspapers. 
We ea t them. drink some water and 
feel nice and full inside." Brazil 
is known as the world's largest 
debtor, anti is a country~vhere by 
the government's U\',!n admi~Sion 
two-thirds of the population is mal
nourished. A Brazilian lucky 
enough to earn a minimum wage 
has to work. four times Iunger for a 
basic food ration lha.d he or she had 
to in 1959. BraLil is a country 
where nutritionists are beginning to 
speak about an epidemic.: of dwar
fism in the North-east because 
chlldren are so much smaller and 
lighter than other Brazilian children 
(often also badly nourished). They 
speak of the creation of sub-race, a 
race of dwarfs. Brazil IS a country 
where the infant morsality rate 
rose by 12% between 198.:! and 
1984 and is still climbing. And 
Brazil is the country The World 
Bank tells us is a success, because 
thro ugh structural adjustment it has 
managed to remit about $12 biL
lion a year in jnterest in spite of the 
moratorium. Since 1982 Brazil has 
remitted at least $80 billion to the 
North. What kind of success is that? 

When we talk about debt and 
the environment - although we 
welcome' · the World Bank's new 
openess to environmental concern 
- we still have to recognise that 
you can't do anything basic about 
the environment as long as structu
ral adjustment continues. Structural 
adjustment is about exporting more 
and spending less. Export more 
because you must baiance yow 
payments while repaying debts 
according to the economic logic of 
the World Bank or lnternational 
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Monetary Fund. They say that the 
only way but IS growth. and that 
means exports This means every
body has tO CXp\lrl nat OUt. 

The oLher "success story" of 
structural adjustmem the WB and 
1M F cite IS Korea. F(\r the other 
17 most mdebted nutwns to 

follow Korea's example would 
mean having to m~rease thelf 
exports by 236% So, it is com
pletely iJlogical tu ~y the'e ~;cun
trics can ''grow'' then way out of 
their problems through exports, 
and yet this is lhc lim: of the WB 
and the IMF. Nobody. in an}' case. 
would be able to buy the extra 
$300 billion worth ol exports: the 
markets simply are not there. Wb.at 
have we left then? Mo re forests 
being cut down to sell off at any 
price? More soya beans m lndla for 
export. destroying the people's 
Uvelihood? More colton at rock 
bottom prices and depleting soil in 
the process? More exploitation of 
mineral reserves at rock bottom 
prices, etc? 

The WB and even Lhe Umted 
Nations have abandoned their rhe
tonc of the 70's like lhe "new 
international economic orc.ler", 
"basic needs'', and "participation··. 
Now we have a kind of inter
dependence totally dictated on the 
North's terms in which 'tfte South 
simply does what the North tells it 
to do. Instead of "basic needs" we 
have got "structural adjustment' ', 
and instead of "participation" we 
have "privatisation" o f anything 
worth selling off in the Third 
World. There is a word to describe 
this process, and that is "war". 
Debt is war against the Third 
World, and we need to look at it in 



political terms to understand that 
debt is a useful instrument to some. 
The goal behind conventional war is 
to force the adversary to adhere to 
your will, and this classically meant 
territorial occupation. But nobody 
needs more territory in the North 
as populations are stable and even 
declining, and besides Vietnam, 
Afghanistan and the occupied terri
tories of Palestine demonstrate to 
the great powers that this is not the 
road to salvation. Debt, on the 
ott.er hand, is an excellent mstru
ment. You can get raw materials 
on your terms, you can get infra
structure on the cheapest possible 
terms. 

What are the debt equity swaps 
which the World Bank refers to? 
Debt equny is reuring pan of the 
debt agamst the pun.:hasc of an 
asset, like a company or mdustry. 
The biggest deal to date was for the 
main petro-chemical group in 
Mexico which gave foreign baoks 
control of one of Mex1co's major 
industrial groups and yet reduced 
Mexico's foreign debt by less than 
I 'iL Is this method gomg to provide 
salvauon? Besides, we have to 
assume companies are bought 
because they will be profitable, and 
thus dividends wtll later be re
patnated to the fore1gn owners. 
The Thud World country loses total 
control over tts own economic 
planning process to foreign interests. 
In classical warfare lhe loser pays 
for his own oppression. and, indeed, 
also with "debt warfare" the Third 
World is having to pay 10 financial 
terms to Lhe tune of S I 40 billion 
net since 1982 (remitted to the 
North over and above new loans). 
That equals lWO Marshall plans that 
the poor have fmanced, besides the 
human costs pf malnourishment, 
dying children, birth-damaged 
mothers, and so on. 

In warfare you can also make 
the adversary shut up by elimina
ting the adversary as a factor in 
international politics. The Third 
World is no longer demanding new 
economic orders, codes of conduct 
on all sorts of things, etc. If they 
try, do you know what happens? 
Look at the example of Oscar Aries' 
peace plan for Central America 
that the Reagan Administration did 

not like. The U.S. said, "go ahead, 
but we're restricting your beef and 
flour exports and cannot intervene 
any more with American banks on 
your behalf. And we will stop loans 
from multi-lateral development 
banks that have been passed." 
Costa Rica has a debt of $4.5 
billion. Small countnes with large 
debts - or large ones for that 
matter - have to be brave to 
trouble the international system 
like that. 

But debt also kills people direct~ 
ly. Hundreds of people have died in 
"IMF riots." when they protest the 
overnight tripling of basic food
stuffs. If you tell lMF or WB 
economists they are responsible for 
that, they think you are crazy 
because they are not holding the 
guns. However. economic policies 
can kill: North Africa, the 
Dominican Republic, Brazil and 
Jamaica come Immediately to 
mind. 

Debt is also war against people 
in the North Unemployment in 
Europe can be traced directly to 
Third World debt because there IS 

nothing left over - once debt has 
been serviced - to buy anything 
from the North. The International 
Labour Organization says at Least 
three million jobs have been lost as 
a direct result. Two thousand U.S. 
farms are lost a week, at least 
partially because farmers can no 
longer"'Sell on the Latin American. 
African an11 Asian markets. 

Debt is a kind of low intensity 
conflict. In the Pentagon today 
they are interested in what they 
call "projecung power" (their 
term) into the Third World, and 
in a way that is vinually invisible 
in the North. In the South it is 
extremely painful and bears a high 
cost, but for Northern public 
opinion it IS virtually inv~ble. To 
the concept of low mtensity con
flict (LIC) we can now add FLIC 
(Financial Low lntensiry Conhict), 
which does much the same as UC 
by wearing down the Third World, 
projecting power into it, and then 
controlling it. 

Getting debt off the financial 
pages gives more time to talk 
about a creative use of debt, what 
we should do about it. I have often 
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been accused of being a reformist 
or a middle-of-the-roader because I 
do not favour out-and-out cancella
tion of everything, and now is the 
time to explain why. Cancel it for 
the creditors but not for the 
debtors! It is true there is a huge 
amount of illegitimate debt that 
nobody should pay, such as mili
tary debl and debt incurred 
through expensive nuclear energy 
programmes. And capital flight 
debt meant banks having their cake 
and eating it - getting paid once in 
deposits and once in the interest 
that is still owed on the debt (on 
money that has left the country). 

Would cancellation increase the 
power of poor people? You would 
have to believe that all governments 
govern on behau· of their people 
and cancellation would therefore 
benefit the people- in other words, 
the ''tnckle-down" effect. Zaue, 
for example, the IMF darling, has 
had eleven· reschedulings of public 
debt, more than any other country. 
This is because Mobutu is so good 
to hls people: he has only stolen 
$5 billion (tht: same as the debt) 
and Zairians arc eating very well 
(1.400 calones a day). l am there
fore not in favour of cancelling 
Mobutu's debt, but for something 
else also, because we might only 
get half of the loaf we ask for. 
Today, Latin America is paying 
half the financial charges owed. If, 
after a large-scale campaign, the 
banks agree to cancel half the debt, 
nothing changes ex'cept that the 
banks can say how magnaminious 
they are and people in the North 
could think it's really generous as 
they don't get such good deals on a 
mortgage or on a car. The only 
change for Laun America would be 
that the debt would not grow as 
fast. 

Cancellation would reward some 
of the worst and penalise some of 
the better governments who have 
been making enormous efforts. 
Rather, I would propose the "3-D" 
solution - Debt, Development ami 
Democracy. This might be utoptan, 
but here is how it could look. 
Governments could pay back in
terest and pan of the principal 
loan over I 5 to 20 years, and pay 
this in local currency into a local 



development fund on condition 
that this is managed by the authen
tic representatives of the people; 
representatives of women, farmers, 
youth, villages, rural people, etc. 
One could well say, then, that 
many governments are not exactly 
democratic. There are two answers 
to this: Firstly, NGOs in the North 
already have worked with authentic · 
organizations in the South for years;· 
secondly, the North is already im- · 
posing conditionality on countries 
of a painful sort through IMF con- · 
ditions. If a government compiains 
the 3-D solution is an interference : 
with sovereign affairs, one· could 
point to the fact that they can 
choose to continue paying iri. hard 
currency. This . argument would .. 
apply considerable pressure fo~ 
governments to accept democratic 
conditionality. 

A fund like this, managed by the 
real representatives of people along 
with state, would start finandng 
projects the people themselves hav.e 
identified. Think of small loans to ·. 
small farmers and entrepreneurs on . 
the model of the Grameen Bank in · 
Bangladesh. My favourite stoiy · · 
about the Grameen Bank is of . a 
woman who borrowed ten dollars 
to purchase chemicals in order to . 
anaethetise shakes which she 

. catches and sells to snake charmers · 
in the Dakar market. It is unlikely_ 
·the World -Bank could identify such · 
needs. People have ideas - all sorts ·. 
of ideas -which if financed indivi
dually and collectively, would start . 
to lead to something you could . 
rea).ly call "development." Such a . 
fund could also pay people mini
mum wage to start repairing the 
environmental damage we have 
caused over the last 20 years. Pay 
people to collect genetic species, 
to collect medical plants, for re
forestation, and so on. There is an 
awful lot of knowledge out there 
that is rapidly being lost. The same 
applies to small-scale irrigation and 
erosion control works. 

Cancellation of debt would 
merely be a licence for governments 
to go back to exactly the same de
velopment models that got us into 
this predicament in the first place. 
People's needs were never thought 

of in the frrst place while debt 
was being accumulated, but' they 
are now being required to pay for 
it. They would be the victims again 
because they won't get any of the 
money or power that goes with it. 

If we don't start making a crea
tive use of debts, I very much fear 
what I can only call a sort of world
wide apartheid with a thinly spread, 
but transnational elite, black and 
white. The elite in. the Third World 
has not lost: debt has brought them 
extra capital through capital flight, 
they eat while compatriots are 
malnourished, they go to private 
hospitals for health care when the 
public system breaks down. They 

have an ever-growing pool of un
employed people to draw on. A 
thin elite at the top with under
neath a sort of employed' middle 
class working on their behalf. But 
there'- will be a very large mass of 
totally dispossessed and marginal 
people who will be perceived as 
extremely dangerous, and that · 
makes one think of the economic, 
and indeed, the military implica
tions for us all. We have to under
stand that in the interests of basic 
survival creative use has to be made 
of debt. I think this would create 
some of the most unusual coalitions 
in history because right now every-

. body is losing. • 

OUR SICK WORLD 
}S A JIG SAW PUZZLE 
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"BUMI-SON", an Aliran 
Monthly reader shares with us 
his views on national harmony 
~nd culture. 

l
wish to engage in a little dis· 
course on unity in our plural 
society with its legacy of foreign 

domination. Deep differences exist 
between the peoples of different 
races in the context of religion , 
traditions and cultures, aspirations 
and hopes. This situation has 
shaken the very foundation of this 
young nation on several occasions. 
Ways and. means have had to be 
found to alleviate racial antagonism 
as a result of economic disparities, 
~hortcomings in social and educa
tional policies, lack of ethics and 
wrong beliefs. The road to true 
unity is long and tortuous and will 
probably take a few generations or 
more. 

The consciousness of the intelli
gentsia, when kept in tune with the 
aspirations and hopes of the com
mon people, will result in a higher 
state of culture. Common values of 
the mother cultures of the indivi
dual people must be sought in 
streaming the birth of a national 
culture. We see that God created 
peoples and sects so that they may 
know each other. Our minds must 
be honest to cast away feelings of 
ill-will across racial barriers. 

Our very being is really a combi-
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nation of spmt and worldly 
buttresses. Our life , environment 
and earthly splendour are depen
dent on the balance of the earthly 
elements and living spirit. Hence, 
the concept of God has long stayed 
in the belief and ethics of the 
peoples of the world . 

The earliest contact between 
people of divergent cultures centu
ries ago resulted in intermingling 
and assimilation of foreign cultures. 
into indigenous life. Systems of 
government, language and letters, 
social norms and ethics, religion of 
the indigenous were enriched first 
by the Hindus. The Chinese 
brought -alo'iig their expertise and 
industry which influenced local 
work ethics. The Arabs. brought 
along the Islamic religion. 

When the Westerners came, they 
brought fresh ideas on administra
tion and the opening and prolifera
tion of ind.ustries imd farms. But 
with this also the problems of racial 
inequities increased due to their 
policy of divide and rule between 
the races. Though they left an inde
lible mark on the indigenous 
culture, they also left a legacy of 
disunity, racial mistrust and pre
judice in the young nation. 

We were left to our own devices 
to remedy the situation. The 
Rukunegara was enshrined and 
steps towards closer interaction bet
ween the communities were taken. 
Schemes in the economic field , 
education and health were started 
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to reduce poverty and lessen 
disparities in the livelihood of the 
communities. 

A very good government serves 
the people best. It is fair and judi
cious in ensuring freedom of 
tho!:!.s!:!t and devotion, intellectua

-lism and professionalism. A govern: 
ment based on mutual understand
ing and rapport can be seen in the 
Islamic traditions of the early 
Muslims. It was started by Prophet 
Muhammad himself in Medina and 
was continued by the four ortho
dox Caliphs. 

A good leadership is sensitive to 
the needs and aspirations of the 
people. It serves to encourage the 
development of the culture of 
the nation and should encourage 
the development and freedom of 
ijtihad (inquiry) in religious fields 
and the sciences. ljtihad is not nece
ssarily found in the Islamic religion 
only but also in all facets of life. 

Religious and scientific ijtihad 
should b~ open. It is not in the 
spirit of Islam that the masses be 
enslaved in immobility, stupidity 
.and cultural backwardness. In the 
haste to inculcate Islamic values in 
the land we forget these principles 
and ride roughshod over the feel
ings of the masses and even mino
rities. On the other ruind, the 
people's mentality should be honed 
to accept universal truths and com
mon values. Their wishes and 
justice administered in fair mea
sures. They should live by good 
virtues and piety instead of per
missiveness and sensual gratifica-
tion. · 

Muhammad was a great leader to 
emulate spiritually and governmen
tally. He accepted criticism and 
differences of opinions as rahmat 
(mercy) to his people. Hence there 
are good reasons that conscientious 
objectors and critics should not be 
persecuted if they serve for the 
betterment of society and tlie civi
lisation. Their advice should be 
sought, heard and taken care of on 
matters of.national interests, the ills 
of society, and · the fight against 
injustices in the economic, social 
and other fields. • 



RELIGION 

LET US 
NOT GO ASTRAY 

Science, religion and the need . for common values 

Modern man is under the fallacy that science can be a substitute for religion in explaining the world 
and universe. TAN CHEE BENG writes of the need to harmonise science and religion for 
meaningful human existence. 

S
piritual traditions in most 
societies are to be found in 
the religious systems, but 

they may also ·be found in separate 
systems of philosophy and 
myticism. All great religious 
systems like Buddhism, Christianity 
and Islam have their respective 
spiritual traditions. Smaller ethnic 
religions have their spiritl)al 
traditions. Smaller ethnic religions 
have their spiritual traditions too, 
often these have to be interpreted 
from their rites and symbols. 

In the case of the Chinese, the 
spiritual traditions are mainly to be 
found in such major philosophical 
systems like Confucianism and 
Daoism. Thus if we define religion 
the terms of rites and belief in some 
"superhuman" (God or gods and 
godde~s etc), we may end up find
ing many Chinese not having any 
religion, since not all Chinese are 
followers of Chinese folk religion 
and Buddhism while only a very 
small minority of Chinese Malay
sians are Christians, Muslims and 
followers of other faiths. 

The definition of religion is 
crucial here. If one introduces the 
concepts of "institutional religion" 
and "philosophical religion", then 
one can study the folk religion and 

Buddhism of the Chinese as well as 
the philosophical systems. However 
if we see religious beliefs in terms 
of spiritual traditions, we can by
pass this dilemma of the dichotomy 
between religion and philosophy. 
We look for spiritual values not 
only in the religious system as 
commonly perceived but also in 
mysticism and philosophy. 

.Historically religion and science 
-and fer that matter philosophy, 
were originally the same stock of 
human knowledge about man and 
nature. The progress of science, 
especially Western science, has 
resulted in an increasing gap 
between religion and science. There 
are people who regard science as a 
substitute for religion or the 
material as superior to the spiritual 
and independent of it. This is 
misleading. S Radhakrishnan.points 
out correctly, "Science does not 
suggest the omnipotence of matter, 
it suggests the supremacy of the 
spirit of man." As I will show, 
science without spiritual traditions 
is dangerous. 

There is one-similarity between 
science and religion, that is, both 
explain the world and the universe. 
Nevertheless, the ability of modern 
science to displace certain religious 
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explanations further convince 
people about the superiority of 
science, that science is scientific 
and religion is superstitious. There 
may even be people who believe 
that science can substitute religion. 
This view is misleading. Even at the 
"superstitious" level, human beings 
cannot be satisfied with rational 
scientific explanation alone. Social 
anthropologists are very aware of 
this. 

When a dead tree falls and kills 
a man, science attributes this to 
probability. But people may ask 
what made the man pass under the 
tree at that particular time when it 
fell and therefore killed him. In 
some societies, the answer lies with 
magic, in others it may be due to 
fate. Obviously science alone can
not satisfy he cognitive desire of 
man. Religion always has a place in 
human society as it provides people 
with explanations about existence, 
in particular about life and death, 
although these explanations may 
range from the more superstitious 
ones to the highly metaphysical 
worldview. Science with its rational 
approach can satisfy only a fraction 
of the cognitive desire of mankind 
about eXistence. 

Furthermore man needs spiritual 



Science ~lieves in the orderliness of the universe ~.: spiriil!al traditions 
have always assumed divine order in nature. 

traditions to relate to nature, and 
to able to live happily in harmony 
with nature . Science may increase 
our rational knowledge of the 
universe and provide convenience 
for our living, but science alone 
cannot make us wiser and happier. 
In fact misuse of science brings us 
misery, and today our very exis
tence is threatened by the possible 
occurance of nuclear accidents. 
Advancement of modern science 
has not made man wiser, and there 
is now even a greater need of 
spiritual traditions to guide man
kind. Science and religion are 
really complementary. Ultimately it 
is spiritual traditions which liberate 
man from ignorance and uphold the 

dignity of man. 

Common values 
The gap between religion and 

science is really not as big as people 
think. Science believes in the order
lines of the universe, and this belief 
is necessary for its systematic 
investigation. Great spiritual tradi
tions have always assumed the 
orderliness of nature, whether it is 
the teaching of Buddhism, Christia
nity, Daoism, Islam or the teaching 
of a mystic like Don Juan who is a 
Yaqui Indian sorc~rer in Mexico. 
Furthermore great spiritual· tradi
tions like Daoism and Islam have 
always stressed the unity of Nature. 

In Islam this unity is represented 
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by God the ultimate reality. In 
Daoism it is represented by dao. 
Daoism not only teaches the 
ultimate reality but also· the relati
vity of phenomena. The opposites 
are not seen as absolute, they are 
relative to one another, and Daoism 
teaches the unity of differentiation. 
The Eastern spiritual traditions 
such as Buddhism, Hinduism arid 
Chinese traditions see the move
ment of nature as cyclical, that 
phenomena are always in .motion 
and existence is impermanent as 
taught by Buddhism. 

Holistic approach 
The common recognition of the 

unity of nature in spiritual tradi
tions and science is important. 
Western science has become so 
specialised that it tends to lose sight 
of unity in its investigation. The 
interaction between Western 
medicine and Eastern medicine 
illustrates this very clearly. In 
Chiriese medical thinking, for 
example, the curing of a particular 
sickness is linked to the perception 
of the whole body as a unity. 
Western medical specialisation 
tends to focus only on a .particular 
area of the body which is not well. 
Furthermore, a doctor may be so 
specialised in the Western way that 
he may neglect the spiritual need of 
his or her patients. There is the 
need to relate the advancement of 
Western science to the metaphysical 
thinking of the East. The holistic 
approach should be emphasised. 

Obviously science should be 
guided by spiritual traditions, but 
religion should also adjust to the 
progress of science. All religions/ 
spiritual traditions contain certain 
basic principles which have to be 
intepreted according to the human 
knowledge of the time. I do not see 
religions as absolute systems 
although they contain certain 
principles which are held as 
absolute, for ultimately all 
principles (even the idea o~ God) 
are intepreted by the human mind. 
It is in this sense that religion must 
progress with science. Rather than 
rejecting science, one should see 
how it can help to illustrate the 
universal principles. Religions are 
not static systems. The Christianity 



of today · obviously differs in 
~arious aspects ftom the Christiani
ty of the Middle .Ages although the 
basic belief in God persists. 

Spiritual traditions 
Religious truths are based on 

intuition while scientific findings 
are . based on systematic observation 
and tests. Nevertheless, the 
scientific spirit of inquiry should be • 
accepted in religion too. In other 
words, the search for' universal 
truths should be based on systema
tic understanding and inquiry. 
Blind belief is bad. Buddhism 
emphasise this very much. Similarly 
the values of toleration and mutual 
learning in science should be 
encouraged among religions. In 
science alternative findings are 
tolerated. Religions teach toleration 
but often there is little toleration 
between religions, even less learning 
from one another. Thus science has 
to be guided by spiritual traditions, 
while religion has much to learn 
from science too. Albert Einstein 
phrases this very well : Science 
without religion is lame, religion 
without science is blind . 

Spiritual t·raditions are crucial to 
the development and use of science 
if it is to be of benefit to mankind. 
In modern societies, the scientists 
have no control over their inven
tions. More and mpre it is the poli
ticians who decide on the use of 
science. Thus when we say that 
science needs religion, spiritual tra- , 
ditions, we really refer to the 
community of science, the politi
cians and in fact all human groups 
and individuals. 

What are the spiritual values 
which are crucial to mankind in the 
use of science? All great spiritual 
traditions teach the brotherhood 
and unity of man. Thus science 
should be used for the benefit of 
all mankind. It should be for peace 
and not for war o~ for the domina
tion of one group by another and 
one nation by another. It should 
enhance life rather than cause 
destruction. It should be for justice 
and not · for injustice. Lastly it 
should be for bringing about more 
human happiness and not, for 
increasing misery. 

Science has brought technologi-

cal progress to mankind, .but it has 
also brought many new problems 
such as all kinds of pollution as well 
as other ecological and health 
problems. The very planet that we 
live is threatened with destruction 
by nuclear warfare or even by some 
nuclear accidents which are beyond 
human control. It is in response to 
this threat to human survival that 
peace groups and anti-nuclear 
groups have emerged in modern 
human history. 

The only way that mankind can 
prevent the destruction of nature 
and our very planet is for man to 
understand the spiritual nature of 
nature. Never before has science 
been so dependent on spiritual 
traditions for the protection of 
environment and human survival. 
We can thus identify three common 
spiritual values for religion and 
science , namely the unity of man, 
the unity of man and nature , and 
the unity of nature. Religions differ 
in forms, and there is a need to 
search for common values in 
religion guided by these greater 
spiritual values. Similarly science 
should be guided by these spiritual 
values too . 

Belief in the unity of man means 
upholding common humanity. In 
upholding common humanity one 
pursues love , peace and happiness 
for all mankind . One fights against 
all kinds of oppression and in
justices. 
- The unity of man and nature 

means seeing man as part of rather 
than as apart from nature. One lives 
in harmony with nature. One fights 
against pollution and the destruc· 
tion of nature. As Seyyed Ho'ssein 
Nasr explains; "In the end what we 
can say with all certainty is that 
there is no peace possible among 
men unless there is peace and 
harmony with nature." In order to 
have peace and harmony with 
nature, one must be able to see the 
unity of man and nature. 

Greed ~nd aggression 
The unity of man with nature in 

spiritual traditions also means the 
cultivation of human nature. 
Moderm empiricism whether in 
science or in other endeavours like 
economics and politics have demo
ralised human experience, and this . 
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state of affairs is constantly cultiva
ted by greed and aggression. We 
need spiritual traditions to bring us 
closer to nature. 

In religions like Christianity and 
Islam which have God external to 
the self, the children of God seek to 
internalise the nature of God and 
manifest it in their thinking and 
action. One seeks to be insan kamil 
(perfect moral man). In Eastern 
spiritual traditions, perfection and 
spirituality mean cultivating the 
inner human nature to bring abo.ut 
the goodness of man and to seek 
the unity of man with nature. In 
Buddhist term this is to attain 
enlightenment. For Confucianists in 
the tradition of Mengzi (Mencius), 
this means to be a perfect moral 
man who can be said to identify 
with Heaven. This is best expressed 
by Mengzi as follows : 

He who exerts his mind to the 
utmost knows his nature. He 
who knows his nature knows 
Heaven. To preserve one's mind 
and to nourish one's nature is 
the way to serve Heaven. 

Individual morality and spiritua-
lity is crucial to the well-being of 
the modern world which has been 
both blessed and cursed by science. 
Modern man is much more motiva- . 
ted by profit, encouraged by 
economic commercialism. Take for 
example chemical pollution. The 
advancement of science has 
produced all kinds of chemicals for 
killing weeds, for preserving food, 
for making the food looks nice etc. 
This in turn creates pollution and 
health problems. 

The situation is worsen by 
human greed which is very much 
encouraged by commercialism and 
the desire for maximising profit. 
Thus today we have serious 
chemical pollution of vegetables 
and in other forms of food all over 
the world, more serious in the third 
world due to insufficient govern
ment control and the dumping of 
banned chemicals from the 
advanced countries. 

Ultimately it is not the laws 
which can remedy the situation. It 
is only when individual man is 
guided by spiritlfal traditions that 
we can hope to curb the problems. 



As long as farmers , businessmen 
and politicians are guided by greed, 

: they will continue to pollute the 
food and the environment so long 

~ as this yields extra profit or mini
mizes cost. They have to become 
enlightened to love man and nature 
before we can expect the.m to put a 
stop to this cycle of pollution for 
profit. The crisis of modern man 
actually grows out of neglecting 
spiritual traditions. It is a spiritual 
crisis manifested in material forms. 

Speaking up 
When we talk of universal values 

for religion and science, we are 
actually talking about people . In 
concrete terms, it means that 
scientists, for example, should 
defend the use of science for good 
cause and denounce the use of 
science against humanity and 
nature . This is important. 

Many scientists, like many other 
professional people, hide behind 
their professionalism and do not 
question the conduct of politicians 
even in matters concerning science. 
Very often we hear government 
politicians say that professional 
groups should not touch on 
political matters. This is nonsense . 
Human . right is everybody's 
business, and politics is not the 
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monopoly of politicians. 
There is often a price for speak

ing up . It takes people of integrity 
and courage to do so . History 
shows us that there are such people 
in all ages. For example , Andrei D. 
Sakharov, winner of the 1975 
Nobel Peace Prize, is a prominent 
Russian scientist who has been in 
the forefront of causes of human 
rights in Russia. He was the main 
person who brought about the 
development of the Russian H
bomb. But since the fifties , despite 
harassment by KGB, he has been 
criticizing the Soviet government 
on both scientific issues and other 
matters. 

It is quite encouraging to see 
that in the West there are academi
cians, scientists, students and 
ordinary people involving them
selves in peace movements and 
environmental organisations. Peace 
movement is still in the infancy in 
Malaysia. Nevertheless, we have 
people who are active on environ
mental issues. In fact a number of 
them are engineers, and so the 
future is not without hope. We have 
to encourage more poeple and 
professional groups to involve 
themselves in social issues. For 
example, since the immoral arrest 
of people under the Internal 
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Security Act in October 1987, 
Aliran , Bar Council and a few other 
groups have protested against the 
detention without trial. We would 
like to see other groups speaking up 
too. 

Changes have to be made in our 
educational system so that science 
students have more access to the 
study of history, philosophy and 
other disciplines in social studies. 
For example, all university students 
should have the opportunity to 
read the works of such thinkers like 
Arnold Toynbee, E.F. Schumacher, 
S. Radhakrishnan and many others. 
This will enable them to have a 
wider perspective of knowledge as 
well as better understanding of the 
world and the universe. We should 
try to check the trend of the 
separation of science and arts in 

schools and universities. Similarly 
even at the university level, relevant 
science courses can be designed for 
arts students who want ta learn 
more about nature through scienc~ . 

We need both religion and 
science for emanr.ipation from 
ignorance and for meaningful 
human existence. As S. Radha
krishnan has pointed out: "Science 
enlarges our concepts of God and 
religion saves science from going 
astray." Let us not go astray. 

• 

• E.F-. SCHV1MACHER 
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REFLECTIONS 

Doctors are some of the busiest 
people around. So it is interesting 
to find a doctor emphasizing 
the importance of silence and 
lis tening. You have been practising 
th is faithfully for the last 50 years. 
Why? 

Modern man lacks silence. He 
doesn't lead his life, he is led by 
events . It is a race against the clock. 
I think perhaps the reason why a 
lot of people come to see me is that · 
they are looking for someone who 
is quiet, a peaceful person who 
knows how to listen and isn't 
always thinking about 'What is 
coming next. If life is as full as an 
egg, there is no room in it for 
anything else. Even God Himself 
can't get anything else in. So it is 
vital to make space somewhere. 

Can the silence be defined? 

T~t's very difficult. For me, it, 
means above all waiting. I wait for 
God to stimulate my mind enough 
to renew me, to make me creative, 
instead of being the clanging cym
bal. It is the central focus of my 
life. It is an attempt to look at 
people and their problems from the 
point of view of God, as far as one 
is able to do that. 

What was your first experience 
o["this silence? 

Trying to listen to God for a 
whole hour and hearing nothing! 

Most people would have been 
discouraged. Were you? 

It made me determined to win! 
Wasn't I competent enough even to 
do a simple thing like that? The 
point that had impacted me was the 
idea of setting oneself to listen to 
God, which is a step beyond 
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silence. It makes silence a means 
rather than an end. More valuable 
even than the silence is this possi
bility of receiving, through my 
vocabulary, my heredity, my sub
conscious, some of the thoughts of 
God. 

After the first failure - or 
perhaps the first challenge - you 
then went on. 

Often, after that, my times of 
quiet seemed totally commonplace. 
You think of something to do, a 
letter to write. Then you realise 
that there is always something 
which resists doing the simple 
things you know you must do. If 
you can manage to understand the 
reason for that resistance, you 
have gone a little way towards dis
covering yourself. That is what 



makes the richness of listening. 
There is an element of psycho

analysis in this. When people are 
being psychoanalyzed, there comes 
a moment when silence is a terrible 
burden for them. They long for the 
doctor to say something. Silence 
has a power which forces you to 
go deeper into yourself. It is a 
phenomenon- which is common to 
all the mystics. There is a restruc
turing of the personality which 
leads to a discovery of one's 
deepest motives. 

Can silence be of any signifi· 
cance in the life of a non-believer? 

Of course. It does have a psycho
logical aspect. For me it means 
listening to God, but for others it 
can mean a deepening of oneself. 

I have often sat in silence with 
other people. I have noticed that it 
is often those with least education 
who understand it the best. A 
peasant who listens to God can give 
you a clear list of all his problems 
at the end of five minutes- some
thing a professor of philosophy 
would be incapable of doing. 
Children understand immediately as 
well. The naked truth comes out. 
So it is all to do with very simple 
things which modern man has 
ceased to comprehend. 

You mean that intellectualism 
can be an obstacle? 

Oh yes! It's the same in medi
cine - the intellectuals are the 
hardest to treat. It wasn't by 
chance the saying that we had to 
become like children again. On the 
other hand, an intellectual who 
does have a deep experience has a 
great deal to offer. 

You said in a recent lecture that 
listening had allowed you to dis· 
cover 'the immensity of the pro
blems of living' which face almost 
every person. How did you come 
to this perception? 

Other people open up about 
their problems in proportion to our 
own availability. It is a barometer. 
This availability depends to a great 
extent on the discipline of listening, 
when we place our human relation
ships before God to try and get the 
tangles sorted out. 

You talked just now about 
listening with other people. Isn't 

there a danger of wanting to impose 
something on another individual? 

As much as I am certain of the 
importance of asking God's direc
tion for oneself, I am equally 
sceptical about being able to make 
a formula of the divine will for 
others to follow. This is where all 
the intolerances and abuses have 
come from. People have claimed to 
know the will of God and then 
have wanted to impose it on others, 
with all the conceit of the convic
tion that they possessed a divine 
truth. I can never know for certain 
what God wants for someone else: 

If it is not a good thing to tell 
other people what to do, do you 
think that nevertheless one can 
help them to get over their inner 
limitations? 

The extent to which I overcome 
my own resistance to being real, is 
the extent to which I can help 
other people to overcome theirs. 

I would like to say something 
about the part which silence plays 
in the life of a married couple. For 
my wife and me it was essential. It 
is in silence that you think of the 
things which are not very easy to 
say to the other person because you 
are afraid of being misunderstood 
or criticised. In this silence you 
can't escape such in11er imperatives. 
Without silence , you would more 
easily bi! open about the satis
factory things_:- than about the 
shaming ones. For us, listening was 
the road which allowed us truly to 
know one another: so many 
couples who think they talk about 
everything are only creating a 
pretence. You can even pray and 
sing hymns together without ever 
being really open to each other, 
because you keep up the mental 
barriers. Through listening there is 
a mutual penetration which cannot 
be found in any other way. 

Can a daily morning time of 
silence, even if it is difficult at first, 
become natural? 

Often I have kept it just to be 
faithful to my promises. You in
evitably do that kind of thing 
sometimes in life, especially at a 
time of spiritual poverty, just so 
that you don't lose · your self
respect. Then you renew your 
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experience and it creates a kind 
of resurgence, and the motive of 
vanity drops away. 

You are known to dislike 
offering methods, but can you give 
any pointers on the shape which a 
time of listening could take? 

I practice written meditation. It 
might not suit everyone. Some 
people say, 'The minute I have a 
pen in my hand I am no longer in 
a listening spirit - it becomes too 
formal." But it happens to suit me 
very well, because I would tend to 
daydream when 1 was listening. The 
fact of writing stops you from 
escaping into daydreams, into 
empty contemplation, which can be 
comforting but has nothing to do 
with the realities of life. And then, 
if you write it down it's like ham
mering in the nails so that they 
hold. It commits you more. 

Are you conscious of directing 
your inner reflections? 

As little as possible. God thinks 
differently from us. And that's 
exactly it, the great leap is to move 
from our own thoughts to God's. 

One last point. How can we 
discern the will of God in the 
middle of our own loud thoughts? 

Above all, it needs patience. I'll 
tell you something that happened 
to me. I nearly left medicine to 
become a preacher. It was tempting 
to me, but my wife didn't agree. 
You can see, at a time like that, 
that it isn't easy to discern God's 
direction clearly. We spent months 
in great confusion. Then I under
stood that I was not meant to 
leave medicine, but to introduce 
into medicine the spiritual expe
rience I had had. Suddenly, all was 
light - it wasn't a compromise but 
a synthesis. It was so creative. 

It illustrates both the impor
tance of trying to be guided by God 
and the difficulties it presents. So 
that's where patience becomes 
necessary . There are times when 
the will of God does show itself, 
simply and clearly, and everyone 
recognises it. It would be nice if it 
happened more often. But then, we 
would become proud .... • 

Jean-Jacques Odier 
Translated by Ailsa Hamilton 
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S ungguh mendukacitakan 
apabila kita mendapat tahu 
(melalui suatu rencana ter-

bitan New Straits Times, 7 April 
1989 - agaknya akhbar-akhbar 
telah dipinta supaya menggelapkan 
liputan berita insiden tersebut apa
bila ia berlaku seminggu sebelum
nya) tentang sekumpulan kira-kira 
80 orang (atau 150?) pelajar ber
jubah yang bertindak menghalang 
dan beijaya membatalkan suatu 
pertunjukan kesenian atau "creative 
performance" oleh pelajar-pelajar 
Kajian Senilukis dan Rekabentuk, 
lristitut Teknologi Mara (ITM). 

Persediaan mengadakannya 
mengambil masa enam bulan. Pada 
malam itu berbagai pihak dan 
peminat, seperti pemberita TV dan 
sarjana bertumpu di situ. Suatu 
persembahan kemahiran dan krea
tiviti yang bermutu adalah di
nanti-nantikan. Tiba-tiba tak jadi, 
oleh kerana kumpulan beijubah 
tadi telah membentangkan tikar 
sembahyang di hadapan pentas lalu 
sembahyang maghrib, kemudian 
isyak dan selepas itu ratib dan zikir. 
Para audien hanya membatu me
merhati. Sememangnya di dalam 
keadaan begini, yang melibatkan 
"keija-kerja" agama seperti 
sembahyang khasnya, orang 
(masyarakat · Melayu di antaranya) 
akan "gementar" masuk campur. 
Dalam hal seperti yang berlaku di 
ITM, kita akan keberatan mengusir 
orang yang sedang melakukan solat. 
Dan jika tujuan pelajar-pelajar ber
jubah ini adalah untuk menghalang, 
maka atas riama" agama "berjaya-
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lah" mereka. Usaha-usaha yang 
berfaedah (tetapi dicap sebagai 
anti-agama), begitu mudah digagal
kan atas nama agama. 

Suka diperturunkan di sini, 
suatu sedutan khutbah terakhir 
oleh Ayatollah Talegani di Tehran 
University pada tahun 1979 sehari 
sebelum ia meninggal dunia, supaya 
dapat diambil iktibar mengenai apa 
yang dibangkitkan. (Ayatollah Tale
gani merupakan ketua pemimpin 
yang berjuang di dalam negeri 
menentang Shah Iran, pada masa 
Ayatollah Khomeini berada di 
Perancis, berjuang dari luar). 

"Bentuk penekanan yang paling 
berbahaya ialah undahg-undang 
dan sekai"an J!_ang dipaksakan ke 
atas orang - ramai atas nama 
agama. Inilah yang dilakukan ke 
atas rakyat jelata oleh paderi· 
paderi yang bersubahat dengan 
kelas pemerintah. Ini merupakan 
bentuk kekerasan yang paling 
berbahaya, oleh kerana sesuatu 
yang bukan diajar oleh Tuhan 
telah dipaksakan ke atas manusia 
untuk mengabdi dan menekan 
serta menghalang mereka dari
pada maju, menafikan mereka 
hak mengkritik dan menjadi 
bebas. Sesungguhnya rantai- · 
rantai dan belenggu inilah yang 
Rasulullah (Muhammad) cuba 
pecahkan. Islam menganjurkan 
keamanan dan kebebaian. Mari
lah kita hapuskan gejala oportu
nisme, kepentingan kumpulan, 
paksaan idea, dan pemerintah 
diktator yang berselindung di 
sebalik tabir aKama. Marilah kita 
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bangun bersuara bersama-sama 
mereka yang membanting tulang 
empat kerat, yang tertindas dan 
yang daif Islam yang kita 
ketahui - Islam yang bersumber· 
kan Al-Quran dan sunnah Nabi 
- tidaklah menyekat kebebasan. 
Mana-mana kumpulan yang 
mahu menyekat kebebasan 
manusia, (kebebasan) untuk 
mengkritik, membantah, mem
bincang dan membahas, sebenar
nya tidak memahami ajaran 
Islam'~ 

Berbalik kepad,a insiden di ITM, 
Dekan Kajian Senilukis dan Reka
bentuk telah menegaskan bahawa 
kandungan pertunjukan tersebut 
tidak menjolok mata ataupun men
yalahi ajaran agama. Ditegaskan 
juga oleh beliau bahawa pihak 
Kajian Senilukis dan Rekabentuk 
sudah sekian lama menyerapkan 
unsur-unsur keislaman ke dalam 
hasil usaha mereka. Dan kesalan 
yang dilahirkan o1eh tokoh-tokoh 
seni pentas seperti Norma Nordin 
dan Ramli Ibrahim ada kebenaran
nya. Kalau pengucapan kreatif 
begini (yang tidak pun melanggar 
batas-batas nilai !_<eagamaan) 
hendak dinafikan kepada pelajar
pelajar seni, akan kaku dan bekulah 
ilmu seni mereka. (Pe1ajar-pelajar 
seni semakin kelihatan terbelenggu 
seolah-olah menanggung berbilang 
dosa, kata Ramli Ibrahim). Keka
kuan begini tidak akan mengun
tungkan negara dari segi hasrat 
mahu mempertahan dan memper-

sambung dimuJ<a surat 39 



CURRENT COMMENT 
A record of Aliran's complete press statements made in the 
preceding month . 

THE RELEASE OF KIT SIANG 
ANDGUANENG 

A LIRAN is happy to Jearn of 
the release of Lilt) Kit Siang 
and Lim Guan Ene from 

detention under the ISA. We under
stand that they have been releued 
unconditionally. The releue of Kit 
Siang In particular is of apeclal 
alenificance since he is not only the 
leader of the Parliamentary Opposi· 
tlon but alao an unrelentlne cru· 
sader aealnst corruption and 
authoritarianism. 

It is our hope that all the other 
remaining ISA detainees will also be 
releued soon. The restrictions 
imposed upon most of the others 
released since the beginning of 
1988 should alao be removed 
Immediately. ALIRAN alao re· 
Iterates its earlier call for the 
establishment of an independent 
Commission of Inquiry to invest!· 
gate allegations of torture against 
some present and former ISA 
detainees. 

19 April1989 Chandra Muzaffar 
President 

MULTI-PURPOSE 
HOLDINGS, POLITICS 

AND BUSINESS! 

T he controversy over Hume 
Industries Malaysia Berhad's 
bid to takeover Multi-Purpose 

Holdings Berhad (MPHB), under· 
scores the importance of keeping 
political parties out of the world of 
corporate business. There should be 
a law prohibiting political parties 
whether in government or the 
opposition from getting involved in 
business. 

Over the last 20 years or so cer· 
tain political parties within the 

Barisan Nasional have been getting 
more and more involved in a variety 
of business activities. It is often 
argued that thl! aim of venturing 
into business is to strengthen the 
economic position of the different 
ethnic communities that these par· 
ties claim to represent. The finan· 
cial scandala and the unethical 
corporate manipulations of the last 
few years bear ample testimony to 
the fact that business ventures 
initiated by political parties have 
only benefitted certain vested 
interests. Indeed, they have, in 
some instances, brought ruin to the 
poor and powerless within the 
community concerned. 

The involvement of political 
parties in busine&s has many other 
negative consequences. It often 
distorts straightforward commercial 
operations. The issues involved 
become highly politicised. AE. a 
result, genuine entrepreneurs begin 
to lose confidence in the integrity 
of the market-place. 

At the same time, community
based political parties involved 
in b_.ysiness tend to communalize 
financial or economic issues when it 
suits their convenience. They try to 
mobilise communal sentiments in 
order to protect and perpetuate 
their economic interests. 

There is also the danger of cer· 
tain powerful political parties using 
their political strength to suppress 
the truth about some of their un· 
ethical, unscrupulous business acti· 
vities from being known to the 
general public. These business acti· 
vities may not be conducted by the 
political party in question or even 
by the companies it officially owns. 
They may have been carried out by 
agents, proxies, nominees and the 
like. Aliran suspects that the recent 
spate of rumours about the gam
bling operations of certain private 
companies and individuals may be 
of this kind. The truth about these 
activities and about the companies 
and individuals purportedly in· 
valved in them, has been effectively 
suppressed because of the power of 
some of the personalities and 
parties behind these activities. This 
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ill what happens when the political· 
ly powerful are alao corporate 
giants at the same time. 

For all these reasons, Aliran 
once again calls upon the govern· 
ment to demonstrate its sincerity in 
clearing up the mess through effec
tive legislation aimed at prohibitinr 
political parties from getting in· 
valved, directly or indirectly, in 
business. 

19 April1989 Chandra Muzaffar 
President 

(The above statement did not , 
appear in any daily - Editor) 

LIFT RESTRICTIONS 
ON THE OTHERS TOO 

A liran welcomes the liftine of 
restrictions upon five DAP 
MPs and 10 PAS politicians 

who were released from detention 
under the ISA a few months aeo. 
The restrictions were unjust and 
inhuman. 

The restrictions imposed upon 
other former ISA detainees from 
Operation Lalang should also be 
removed immediately. There are a 
number of environmentalists, femi· 
nists, educationists, community 
organizers and religious leaders 
whose restrictions are as severe as 
those imposed upon the DAP and 
PAS politicians. There is no reason 
at all why restrictive conditions 
should continue to apply to these 
former ISA detainees. 

Aliran pledges to continue with 
its local and international campaign 
against these restrictive conditions 
until they are all abolished. 

21 April1989 Chandra Muzaffar 
President 

(The above statement did not 
appear in any daily - Editor) 

LAWS AND INCREASING 
"KHALWAT" CASES 

A !iran views with concern the 
recent announcement made 
by the Penang State Islamic 

Affairs Council President, Hj Yusoff 
Latiff, regarding the proposed 
amendments to the 1959 State 
Anti-Vice Law whereby non· 
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Muslims if charged with "khalwat" 
with Muslims could be jailed up to 
three months or fined up to three 
hundred dollars. · 

According to Hj Yusoff, the 
changes were necessary because of 
the increasing number of "khalwat" 
cases involving Muslim and non
Muslim factory workers and 
tourists. He said that "khalwat'~ 
incidents resulted in young Muslim 
girls becoming pregnant, cheated 
and abandoned by their non
Muslim partners. 

Aliran suggests that instead of 
hastening to create and Impose 
laws and more laws, serious atten
tion and efforts should be focussed 
on the causes of the problems. For 
instance, why is it, that, in spite of 
existing laws, "khalwat" cases are 
on the increase? 

Aliran proposes a sound, moral 
education as an appropriate starting 
point to overcome the problem 
concerned. 

Hamima Dona Mustafa 
27 April1989 Secretary 

(The above statement did not 
appear in any daily - Editor) 

'DAKWAH' GROUP 
OBSTRUCTS ITM 

CREATIVE ARTS SHOW 

I t was very disheartening indeed 
to learn of the action of a 
group of 80 (or was it 150?) 

robed students who obstructed 
the staging of a creative perfor-
mance by students of the Mara 
Institute of Technology's School 
of Art and Design and successfully 
brought about its cancellation (see 
New Straits Times, 7th April1989). 

It took six months to prepare 
for this show. That night, various . 
people, including television 
reporters and scholars, were 
present. A display of skill and 
creativity was earnestly awaited. 
All of a sudden the robed group 
of students unrolled their prayer 
mats in front of the stage and 
performed their Maghrib and then 
Isyak prayers, followed by ratib 
and zikir (religious chants). The 
audience watched in tense silence. 
Surely in a situation inyolving 
religious duties. like prayers, the 
people will be afraid to interfere. 
In this incident at ITM, one would 
naturally be hesitant to ask those 
performing their prayers to leave. 
And if it was the intention of these 
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robed students to obstruct the 
staging of the show using religion 
then they had succeeded. Beneficial 
works, such as this (but labelled 
as irreligious) are easily destroyed 
using force, under the cover of 
religion. 

We should be mindful of the 
piece of advice below which is an 
excerpt from Ayatollah Talegani's 
last Friday prayer sermon at Tehran 
University in 1979, which he 
delivered a day befqre his death. 
~yatollah Talegani had led the 
struggle in Iran against the Shah, 
at a time when Ayatollah Khomeini 
was figh t ing the Shah from France. 

"The most dangerous of all 
forms of oppression are laws and 
restrictions forcibly imposed on 
people in the name of religion. 
This is what the Monks, through 
collaboration with the ruling 
classes did with the people in 
the name of religion. This is the 
most dangerous of all impo8i· 
tions, because that which is not 
from God is thrust upon the 
people to enslave and suppreBB 
them and prevent them from 
evolving, depriving them of the 
right to protest, criticise and 
be free. These very chains and 
shackles are the ones which the 
Prophet (Muhammad) came to 
destroy. Islam is an invitation to 
peace and freedom. Let us keep 
aside opportunism, group 
interests, forcible imposition of 
ideas and, God forbid, dictator· 
ship under the cover of religion. 
(Let us) raise our voices with the 
toiling, oppreBSed, and · deprived 
masses. Islam as we know it, the 
Islam which originates from the 
Quran and the traditions of the 
Prophet, does not restrict free
dom. Any group that wants to 
restrict .people's freedom, (the 
freedom) to criticise, protest, 
discuss and debate, does not 
comprehend Islam." 

Coming back to the incident at 
ITM, the Dean of the Art and 
Design School had streBSed that the 
items to be presented were neither 
obscene nor religiously offensive. 
He added that the Art and Design 
School has assimilated Islamic 
elements in its work a long time 
ago. This is why disappointment 
was voiced by theatre personalities 
like Norma Nordin and Ramli 
Ibrahim . 

If creative expreBSions such 811 

this (which in no way transgress the 
boundaries of religious values) are 
denied to students of the arts, their 
artistic growth would be retarded 
and stunted. (Students of art tend 
to be inbibited, they are .filled with 
many guilt complexes, says Ramli 
Ibrahim). Such attitudes will not 



benefit the nation in its desire to 
preserve and enrich our arts. 

Yes, we are only too easily 
frightened where religion is 
concerned. For instance, Zaiton 
Osman, our national athlete, hid all 
the troppies she had won because 
she felt 'eerie' about the shapes of 
athletes on the trophies. (Would 
we, who have ,achieved so much 
progress and civilization in Islam, 
consciously commit idolatry?). 

Perhaps we should now be 
nervous about arranging, designing 
and decor11ting gifts for marriages in · 
the shape of animals like rabbits, 
bears and fowl - for recently a 
Kadi had pronounced them 
'haram'! 

28 April 1989 Ismail Hashim 
Exco Member 

(The original piece was written in 
Bah~a) . 

THE NUPW SCANDAL 

T he expose in the media about 
how the National Union of 
Plantation Workers (NUPW) 

manages its accounts was long over-
due. It is good that ordinary NUPW 
members have begun to realize that 

a substantial chunk of their mem· 
bership dues goes into the upkeep 
of the NUPW leadership . 

It is unethical and immoral of 
the union leadership to pay such 
huge salaries and such hefty 
allowances to itself - especially 
when the membership of the NUPW 
is made up of the poorest ·of the 
poor in our society. It shows how 
the NUPW leadership has developed .
into a self-serving elite which per
petuates itself in power through the 
ignorance and the servility of its 
mass membership. 

Unfortunately, what has been 
happening in the NUPW is by no 
means an isolated incident. There 
are other unions in both the public
and private sectors which misuse 
union funds for the glory and gran
deur of their elites. In these unions 
too, labour elites perpetuate their 
power through undemocratic mani
pulations and manouevres. 

I have been speaking out against 
the lack of commitment to ethical 
values and democratic principles 
within a segment of the trade union 
leadership since 1973. The lack of 
integrity among labour elites has 
been a major problem within the 
labour movement for a long while . 

Now that the NUPW scandal has 
burst into the open, one hopes that 
the ordinary members in various 
unions in the country will scruti· 
nize more thoroughly the financial 
records of their respective unions. 
The ordinary members must ensure 
that the leaders they elect are truly 
accountable to theni. Accountabili· 
ty in financial management is of 

''Freedom to choose good involves also 
the freedom to choose what is opposite 
of good. That God has taken this risk 
shows His immense faith in man; it is 

for man now to justify this faith''. 

MUHAMMAD IQBAL 
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utmost importance. 
Trade union leaders and mem-

• hers have no right to demand 
accountability from the political 
and business elites in our society, if 
there is no accountability within 
the labour movement. ' ~ The vir
tuous man, i• said an iilustrious 
Asian sage, "first practises and then 
preaches." It is only if we practise 
accountability within our own 
union or association that our 
struggle for human rights and de
mocratic freedoms withilt the larger 
society will gain the respect of our 
fellow citizens. 

On behalf of Aliran, I urge trade 
union leaders to respond with 
courage and honesty to the NUPW 
scandal. There is no point trying to 
justify the unjustifiable. There is no 
point trying to cover up the slime 
and stench. There is no point get
ting angry with those who have 
exposed the truth. 

What the NUPW and other trade 
union leaders should do is to 
institute immediately various mea
sures which will ensure democratic 
accountability · within the trade 
union movement. 

1 May 1989 Chandra Muzaffar 
President 

THE CCB ISSUE 

A liran understands why the 
Co-operative Central Bank 
(CCB) workers are unhappy 

with the Government's response to 
their grievances. 

The two measures announced by 
the· Labour Minister, namely, 
paying out the April salary to all 
workers and an assurance that the 
Government will look for jobs in 
other. financial institutions for all 
those who have been retrenched, 
do not deal with the real problems 
faced by the CCB workers. 

Even if some finance company 
takes over the CCB, the workers 
want a guarantee that all of them 
(including those who have been 
retrenched) will be given jobs on a 
long-term basis. They want both 
employment and security of tenure. 

These demands are very rea
sonable for the CCB workers are in 
no way responsible for the mess the 
Bank is in. They are being victi
mized for the sins of commission 
and omission of other rich, or 
powerful or influential individuals 
or institutions. 

If blame is to be apportioned to 
anyone then let us blame, one, 
managers and executives in the CCB 



who were either inefficient, incom
petent or corrupt. They were the 
ones responsible for lending out 
huge sums of money to prominent 
individuals like Vincent Tan Chee 
Yioun (reported t.o have borrowed 
68.5 million ringgit), Loy Hean 
Heong (35 .5 million), Lorraine 
Osman (25.5 million), Ahmad Sebi 
Bakar (18.3 million), Abdul Razak 
Sheik Mahmood (5.9 million) and 
Alex Lee (5 million). 

Two, these and other prominent 
individuals who borrowed heavily. 
For they saw it fit to borrow from 
a cooperative bank which, in 
theory, is supposed to serve the less 
affluent strata of society as repre
sented by the bank's shareholders 
and depositors. These individuals 
exploited their political connec
tions with certain important people 
in government to get what they 
wanted from the CCB. 

Three, the Cooperative Develop
ment Department (Jabatan Pem· 
bangunan Koperasi) which was 
lackadaisical in its attitude towards 
the CCB. The Department failed to 
investigate the Bank's accounts 
thoroughly even after certain irre
gularities in its accounts began to 
appear. The Department also failed 
to require the CCB to set a 'single 
borrower' limit. 

Four, Bank Negara itself, after it 
too.k over the CCB in 1986, did not 
go all out to recover problem loans 
from certain big borrowers. 

Given these and other causes for 
the CCB collapse, the Government 
should have done its best to protect 
the workers. It is obvious that who
ever is going to take over the CCB 
does not want to keep the work 
force at its present strength. If 
workers' welfare is paramount in 
the eyes of the Government, then it 
should consider some other option 
rather than handing over CCB to a 
finance company. 

Aliran is of the view that with 
the Government's help it should be 
possible to re-vamp and revive the 
CCB. Such a move would be in the 
interest of all the workers since 
they will be able to keep their jobs. 
Equally important, it will benefit 
the shareholders and the coopera
tive movement as a whole. 

After all, the Government has, 
on other occasions, saved belea
quered financial institutions in a 
worse state than the CCB. Isn't 
there a greater justification for such 
action in the case of a people's co
operative endeavour? 

The Executive Committee 

4 May 1989 

(The above statement did not 
appear in any daily - Editor) 

The immensity of the Lubok Mandi tragedy should but has not 
invoked a sense of shame in the MB. 

TAN SRI WAN MOKHTAR
RESIGN! 

A !iran had waited a number 
of days to see if the Mentri 
Besar of Trengganu, Tan Sri 

Wan Mokhtar Ahmad, would, on 
his own accord, submit his resigna-

. tion to His Highness the Sultan, 
following the Lubok Mandi tragedy. 

Aliran has waited in vain. It is 
obvious that the Mentri Besar has 
no intention of resigning. Aliran is 
therefore compelled to demand the 
resignation of Tan Sri Wan Mokhtar 
as Mentri Besar of Trengganu with 
immediate effect. 

Tan Sri Wan Mokhtar should re
sign because the tragedy occurred 
mainly as a result of the Trengganu 
government's inability or unwilling
ness to enforce regulations per
taining to gold-digging in the Lubok 
Mandi area. After certain regula
tiens were drawn up following the 

' February 26 incident in which 
· lives -were also lost, Tan Sri Wan 

Mokhtar should have personally 
seen to it that the' regulations were 
strictly implemented. He failed to 
do this. It shows that he, the State 
Executive Council and the State's 
administrative personnel were neg
ligent. 

Tan Sri Wan Mokhtar and his 
government were negligent in yet 
another sense. Gold-digging of the 
sort that was carried out in Lubok 
Mandi should never have been 
allowed in the first place. It is dan
gerous and hazardous. Right from 
the beginning, the government 
should have organized prospecting 
activities on a different basis. 
Modern technology should have 
been used and trained personnel 
should have been employed. In this 
connection, Aliran agrees with 
Prime Minister, Dr Mahathir Moha
mad who has stated publicly taking 

· the gold-digging that was takmg 
place in Lubok Mandi should not 
have been allowed at all. 

Dr Mahathir should hold Tan Sri 
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Wan Mokhtar responsible for what 
has happened. At least 13 lives have 
been lost on this occasion. It is 
reported that a number of those 
who died could have been teenagers. 
Anyone with a sense of shame 
would have been so moved by the 
dimension of the tragedy that he 
would have quit at once. When one 
is an important leader that sense of 
shame, that sense of responsibility, 
should be an even stronger element 
in one's character. 

As a Muslim leader who is well 
versed in Islamic theology, Tan Sri 
Wan Mokhtar should be more 
than aware of what responsibility 
and accountability mean. He should 
know what a sense of shame, a 
sense of honour, implies. He 
should remember the words of the 
illustrious Islamic reformer, Syed 
Jamaluddin ai-Afghani who regard
ed a sense of shame as one of the 
most important qualities of leader
ship. 

It is a pity that in our country 
leaders in power, whether they are 
Muslims, Buddhists, Hindus or 
Christians, never relinquish their 
positions out of a sense of shame. 
Our leaders seldom take responsi
bility for a misdeed or a mistake 
and quit public office. And yet 
leaders in other places, including a 
number of Asian countries have 
been known to resign their posts 
even if they are not implicated in 
any way in some mishap or tragedy 
of public importance. Three years 
ago, for instance, a Japanese 
Minister resigned after a plane crash. 
A couple of years ago, a Minister in 
one of the Indian states quit follow
ing a train collision. 

We ask Tan Sri Wan Mokhtar 
to show the nation that he has a 
moral conscience, that he upholds 
certain ethical standards. 

8 May 1989 Chandra Muzaffar 
President 

(The a\)ove statement did not 
appear in any daily - Editor) 



continued from page 40 
SELLING ARMS WITH AID 

increase in the level of civil aid to 
Malaysia. 

The Minister for Defence 
Procurement, Lord Trefgarne, now 
claims the conjunction between the 
Malaysian arms deal and the aid 

package is 'pure coincidence'. The 
Government is not involved in 'any 
skulduggery', he says. 

The Malaysian arms deal, though 
complicated by the civil aid offer, 
shares a number of common 
features with a series of controver· 
sial British arms sales of the Anglo
German Tornado fighter bomber 

OPEN FILE 

around the world. 
All have been shrouded in 

intense secrecy, all involve large 
commission payments, which have 
inflated the Tornado sales price by 
between 30 and 50 per cent, and 
most of them involve barter 
arrangements with poor countries 
that cannot afford and arguably 

ADAM RAPHAEL. The Observer. 7 May 1989. 
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do not need, such sophisticated 
weapons. Finally, nearly all require 
substantial subsidies from the 
British taxpayer despite an almost 
total absence of Parliamentary 
scrutiny. 

The Tornado deals have been 
personally masterminded by Mrs 
Thatcher, who is proud of her role 

· in transforming Britain into the 
second largest arms exporter in the 
world. 

When the Defence Secretary, 
George Younger, referring to the 
biggest of all the Tornado sales, said 
in the Cabinet's defence committee 
recently: 'You know, Prime 
Minister, the planes we sold to 
Saudi Arabia,' he was quickly 
brought to he.el by Mrs Thatcher, 
who said, reportedly without the 
trace of a smile : 'The planes I sold 
to Saudi Arabia, George.' For once, 
the Prime Minister did not appre
ciate the use of the royal 'we'. 

After he was sacked, Mr 
Timothy Raison summed up the 
difficulties of being Minister for 
overseas aid in a Thatcher Govern
ment, in a remarkably frank open 
letter to his successor Chris Patten. 
Warning him that 'there are those 
who see the aid budget as simply a 
big pot to be used for buying 
businesses or impressing foreign 
rulers', he noted that Mrs Thatcher 
had many qualities but 'I can't say 
that over-enthusiasm for the aid 
programme is one of them.' 

The Prime Minister's view of her 
role as the nation's chief arms sal~s
woman not only encompasses the 
promise of aid to secure arms deals, 
but also the use of other special 
measures. 

'Open File' has learnt that 
British Airways has had to be 
compensated after Mrs Thatcher 
intervened personally to secure the 
Malaysian state airline (MAS) addi· 
tional landing rights in London. 
Malaysia was threatening to 
torpedo the whole arms deal unless 
MAS flights from Kuala Lumpur 
to London were increased from five 
to seven a week. 

'Batting for Britain', as Mrs 
Thatcher likes to call it, also 
embraces the need to look discreet
ly the other way when very large 
commission payments are made· to 



secure arms sales. . 
The Malaysian deal, according to 

informed sources in London and 
Kuala Lumpur, involves an upfront 
payment of 300 million Malaysian 
dollars, about £60 million, to Prime 
Minister Mahathir's political party, 
UMNO Baru, as well as large pay
ments totalling another 200 million 
Malaysian dollars (£40 million) to 
agents and ruling families. 

The basic price of the Tornado 
bought by the RAF • and the 
German Luftwaffe is £17-20 
million, depending on the scale of 
equipment. But the price of the 
Tornados being sold to Malaysia by 
British Aerospace is nearly £40 
million. This huge discrepancy in 
prices cannot be accounted for 
solely by differences in equipment, 
servicing, training or spares. 

According to defence sources, 
tropicalis'ation of the Tornados 
might account for a markup of 25 
per cent or an additional price per 
aircraft of £5 million. One senior 
Malaysian defence official said he 
regarded the £40 million price 
charged for the Tornados as exces
sive but he remarked: 'Unusual 
people are involved in the deal, so 
we must expect unu.sual terms.' 

Malaysia's demand for large 
'kick-backs' on the tornado deal 
stems from the dire financial 
position Prime Minister Mahathir's 
party finds itself in. 

With an election looming, the 
ruling party is in urgent need of 
funds to fmance . its campaign. 
Malaysian politicians say the 
Tornado deal and its associated 
commissions are not surpnsmg. 
The only feature which raises eye
brows in Kuala Lumpur is Britain's 
willingness to pay such a large 
'up-front' fees before the deal has 
been concluded. 

If Malaysian political sources 
regard the deal as par for the 
course, that is not the view taken in 
Whitehall. One senior Whitehall 
warrior said he regarded the Malay
sian arms sales as a disgrace. Not 
only, he said, had the aid budget 
been perverted · but Britain was 
selling totally unsuitable weapons 
to a country that could not afford 
them. 

Officials at the Overseas 

Development Administration are 
also embarrassed at even the 

. suggestion that there is a link 
between aid and arms. An ODA 
spokesman said, 'We never give aid 
for military purposes. As far as I 
know there is no connection what
soever between the Malaysian arms 
deal and civil aid.' 

The ODA says it was approached 
by Malaysia last autumn to help 
finance a four-lane road highway 
project linking three remote resort 
villages in the Cameron Highlands. 
'We offered a feasibility study,' says 
a spokesman, 'but that offer has 
not yet been taken up.' The timing 
of the approach, coinciding with 
the signing of the arms deal, insists 
the spokesman, was chance. 

British aid to Malaysia is already 
running at a high level for a 
potentially rich country. Two years 
ago, a £60-million grant was made 
for a water project, the largest ever 
allocated for a single scheme from 
Britain's aid and trade provision. 

The size of the grant, and the 
fact that the contract was let with
out tender to a single British 
company, Biwater, whose Malay
sian partner Antah is controlled by 
the Malay~ian Negeri Sembilan 
Royal Family, led to questions in 
both the Malaysian and British 
Parliaments. 

Another unusual feature of the 
Malaysian arms deal which mirr'ors 
the . much larger Tornado sale to 
Saudi Arabia, is that it is principally 
a barter aeal with payment in oil, 
natural gas, tin, rubber and other 
commodities spread over 10 years. 

Though details have been kept 
secret, that effectively means the 
British taxpayer is having to und.er
write the deal at heavily subsidised 
interest rates. Malaysian sources say 
the country is in no position to 
finance a huge purchase of highly 
sophisticated weapons. 

Last October, Mrs Thatcher 
wrote to the German Chancellor, 
Helmut Kohl to t:omplain that 
Britain was having to bear a dis
proportionate part of the credit risk 
in the (now postponed) sale of 
Tornados to Jordan: 'Rtsks associa
ted· with ex pori sales should be 
shared according to the work ratio,' 
wrote· Mrs Thatcher. 

• 
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But that principal has not been 
applied to the Malaysian deal, 
which is being financed by Britain 
without any West German partici
pation, though the Germans have 
more than 40 per cent of the 
Tornado work load. 

Despite the signing of the 
Memorandum of Understanding 
more than seven months ago, the 
Malaysian deal has still not been 
ratified. The argument over landing 
rights was only finally settled last 
month. 

Malaysia was expected to buy as 
many as 12 Tornados but Dr 
Mahathir Mohamad is understood 
to have reduced the number to 
eight. Rapier surface-to-air missiles, 
part of the deal, have also been 
cut from the package. • 

Malaysian sources, however, 
believe the deal will eventually go 
ahead in view of the large commis
sion payments that have already 
been made. After the recent cancel
lations of Tornado orders by 
Jordan and Oman that will be a 
relief to British Aerospace. • 

Reproduced from 
THE OBSERVER, 

7May 1989. 

sambung dari muka surat 31 

kaya seni negara. 
Ya, mudah sekali kita naik takut 

apabila nama agama digunakan. 
Sebagai contoh, mudah sekali bagi 
pelari negara Zaiton Osman men
yembunyikan piala-piala yang di
menanginya di bawah katil sebab 
"ngeri" adanya ber.~uk-bentuk 
orang bersukan pada piala-piala 
tersebut. (Apakah kita yang sekian 
maju dan bertamadun dalam Islam 
akan menyalah tafsir · dan men
yembahnya sebagai berhala?). Akan 
mudah juga bagi orang kita gentar 
hendak menyusun, merekabentuk 
dan menghias hantaran untuk per- · 
kahwinan dalam bentuk binatang 
seperti ayam, beruang atau arnab -
sebab seorang kadi baru-baru ini 
telah menghukumkannya sebagai 
haram! • 

Ismail Hashim 



Pledges of British aid to oft the wheels of a billion £ Tornado jet deal for Malaysia has been 
brancfed ti a disgrace. Dr M bas dismissed THE OBSERVER report ora the aid-arms IJ(liJldal 
u mju:'hiefous. But is it.,, We rep.roduce the nport bere fo.- Malaysiaal to decide. 
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